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ABSTRACT
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) postpones running class initialization methods until
their classes are first referenced, such as by a new or static instruction. This process is called
dynamic class initialization. Jinja is a semantic framework for Java and JVM developed in
the theorem prover Isabelle that includes several semantics: Java-level big-step and small-
step semantics, JVM-level small-step semantics, and an intermediate compilation step, J1,
between these two levels. Regression Test Selection (RTS) algorithms select which tests to
rerun on revised code, reducing the time required to check for newly introduced errors. An
RTS algorithm is considered safe if and only if all deselected tests would have unchanged
results. Ekstazi [1] is a Java library for regression testing. Its algorithm adds print statements
to JVM code in order to collect the names of classes used by a test during its execution on
a program. When the program is changed, tests are only rerun if a class they used changed.
The main insight in their algorithm is that not all uses of classes must be noted, as many
necessarily require previous uses, such as when using an object previously created. This
thesis presents JinjaDCI, which extends Klein and Nipkow’s Jinja [2] to include support
for static instructions and dynamic class initialization. Related proofs are extended and
updated, including Java-level and JVM-level type safety, equivalence between Java-level
big-step and small-step semantics, and the correctness of a compilation from the Java level
to the JVM level through J1. The semantics of this extension are based on the Java SE 8
specification. This extension is then used in a formal proof of safety of an RTS algorithm
based on that used by Ekstazi. The algorithm formally defined and proved safe here uses
an instrumented semantics to collect touched classes in an even smaller set of locations.
Problems with Ekstazi’s current collection location set that make it not safe are identified,
and a modified set that will make it equivalent to the safe set is presented. The theorems
given in this thesis have been formalized in the theorem prover Isabelle. The RTS algorithms
were modeled via instrumentation of JinjaDCI’s JVM semantics. These instrumentations are
given via a general definition for Collection Semantics, small-step semantics instrumented
to collect information during execution. A formal general definition of RTS algorithms,
including a definition of safety, is also given.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Testing is a crucial part of writing code. When writing programs it is important to run
tests that demonstrate that the behavior of those programs is as expected and documented.
When a program is modified, its tests are run again to make sure changes have not introduced
new bugs. This rerunning of tests is called regression testing.
In practice, a body of code can be large and have a huge number of tests written over it.
Rerunning every single test can in some cases take hours or days, making it impractical to
run them all after every small change. However, most changes will only even possibly affect
a small number of tests. Thus, algorithms and methods have been developed to select which
tests to rerun after code changes. The process of selecting which tests to run (alternatively,
deselecting tests that should not be affected) is called Regression Test Selection (RTS). An
RTS algorithm is safe if it only deselects tests whose previous results could be reproduced
under the modified program.
In Java, all code is written inside methods in classes. Thus one approach to RTS is for
Java test suites to determine which classes each test uses (“touches”), then only rerun a
test if one of its touched classes has been changed. Ekstazi [1], a Java library for regression
testing, uses this approach in its RTS algorithm. Touched classes can be derived in a
number of different ways, but Ekstazi’s algorithm collects this information dynamically via
instrumentation of the code. The naive way to do this is to instrument every use of every
class. However, Ekstazi uses a smarter approach, recognizing that many of these collections
are likely redundant. For example, fetching a field of an object requires the object to have
been created previously, meaning that a new has already been run on its class, so getfield
does not need to trigger class collection. Their approach uses these insights to reduce the
number of collection points.
In order to prove properties of programs or algorithms over them such as that described
above, it is necessary to have a model for the behavior of the language they are written
in. Jinja [3] is an Isabelle development modeling a subset of Java, JVM byte code, and
compilation from one to the other. This subset represents the core of the language and its
behavior, but was not meant to be a complete representation.
Proving the safety of the RTS algorithms discussed above requires showing that any given
test’s behavior will be unchanged if its touch-set remains the same. Static instructions and
dynamic class initialization are core uses of classes in typical programs, so any verification of
this algorithm would need to address these features to be convincing. Therefore, this thesis
first presents an extension of Jinja to include these features.
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This extension, JinjaDCI, is an extension of Jinja’s model to include static fields and
methods and the instructions on them. It is additionally extended to give semantics for
dynamic class initialization – the running of class initialization methods when classes are first
referenced (interrupting the expression referencing the class), such as by static instructions
– in order to more accurately represent the handling of statics. These updated semantics
are then used to extend proofs at the Java level of progress, type safety, and equivalence
of big-step and small-step semantics, at the JVM level of type safety, and to extend the
compiler from Java to JVM, including proofs of its correctness and preservation of well-
formedness. The executability offered by the original Jinja has been left to future work.
While the language features added here have been represented in some other models of
Java (e.g., [4, 5]) and the JVM (e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9]) and both ([10]), these models variously
have no supporting theory, do not support both features, or are not described in a system
allowing the flexibility needed to prove properties over programs in general. These works are
discussed further in Section 11.2. JinjaDCI is based on the Java SE 8 Specification [11, 12]
and, besides the mentioned extension features, only covers the same subset of Java modeled
by the original Jinja. For example, it does not support threads, arrays, or interfaces, and has
no class loader. A description of this extension has been previously published [13] and has
an Isabelle development available online at https://github.com/susannahej/jinja-dci.
After describing JinjaDCI, this thesis gives a general definition of RTS algorithms that
includes a definition of safety. Its axioms, including safety, further guarantee that repeated
deslection of a test can safely be based on its output under a previous version of the program.1
Using this definition, it presents a formal proof of safety for an RTS algorithm similar to that
used by Ekstazi. This algorithm is designed for minimal collection. It is then demonstrated
how Ekstazi’s algorithm can be modified to be equivalent and thus safe (and showing why the
previous set was not safe). This algorithm is defined via instrumentation of JinjaDCI’s JVM
semantics. The instrumentation is created via a general definition, Collection Semantics,
that allows information-collection instrumentation of small-step semantics via the input of
such semantics and a collection function. This work has been previously published [14] and
has an Isabelle development available online at https://github.com/susannahej/rts.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the basics of the topics used in this thesis. Chapter 3
talks about Jinja, what it previously included, how its semantics was represented, and how
it defined well-formedness. Chapter 4 gives details about Java’s initialization procedure and
briefly discusses the impact these features have on the structure of the semantics. Chapter 5
describes the changes made to the syntax, semantics, and well-formedness definitions of Jinja
1This is an important feature for an RTS algorithm to have, as deselected tests are, by design, not rerun,
so do not provide new outputs until they are reselected.
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to make JinjaDCI. Chapter 6 describes the updates to major results of Jinja: equivalence of
Java-level big- and small-step semantics, Java- and JVM-level type safety, and correctness of
the compiler from the Java level to the JVM level (both behavioral correctness and preser-
vation of well-formedness). Chapter 7 gives details of class collection functions for use in an
RTS algorithm using the classes-touched method to select tests: those whose safety will be
proved and Eksatzi’s. Chapter 8 defines Collection Semantics, for use in instrumenting ex-
isting semantics with collection functions, and uses this approach to instrument JinjaDCI’s
JVM byte code with the class collection functions previously described. (These instrumen-
tations are instantiations of the Collection Semantics definition.) Chapter 9 gives a general
Isabelle definition for RTS algorithms, including a formal definition of safety, then combines
this with the Collection Semantics definition to define collection-based RTS algorithms. The
instantiations of Collection Semantics describing instrumented JinjaDCI JVM semantics are
extended into collection-based RTS algorithm instantiations using this combined definition.
Chapter 10 uses the general RTS definition and the instrumented semantics to give proofs
of safety of using the defined class collection functions as a basis for classes-touched RTS
algorithms. Chapter 11 provides some reflections on the work, discusses some related work,
wraps up, and suggests future directions.
3
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
This chapter will briefly discuss some of the background material involved in this project.
2.1 ISABELLE AND JINJA
Isabelle is an interactive theorem prover (ITP): a computer program for writing machine-
checked definitions and theorems. Like all ITPs, Isabelle has a syntax for writing definitions
and theorems, a small core of axioms (facts taken without proof), and a way of “running”
files that checks the validity of their user-given proofs.
One of the uses of an ITP like Isabelle it to model programming languages in order to
prove things about them and programs written in them. Isabelle in particular also allows
the proof of meta-properties over classes of programs, such as “all well-formed programs
(where well-formed has been defined) continue to run until they terminate.” In this project,
one such property is how the information collected by Ekstazi’s RTS algorithm (described
further in Section 2.3) relates to the programs they are collected from. Such a property
might be stated “all well-formed programs that run to completion under Ekstazi’s collection
algorithm collect a set of classes sufficient for Ekstazi’s deselection algorithm to be safe.” In
order to prove such a property, however, a model of the Java programming language – or at
least the most relevant subset of it – is needed.
Jinja [3] is a framework developed in the theorem prover Isabelle whose purpose is to give
a formal semantics for a subset of both Java and JVM bytecode in a unified way. This
framework will be described in more detail in Chapter 3. An extension of this framework to
include static instructions and dynamic class initialization will be described in Chapter 5.
This extension was done in part to create a Java model that included the most important
uses of classes, as these are important for proofs regarding class-collecting RTS algorithms.
Jinja was chosen as the base for the required Java model due to its being written in Isabelle,
which allows for definitions and proofs based on this semantics. These proofs include type
safety, equivalence of two versions of the semantics, and the correctness of a compiler from
the Java level to the JVM level.
2.2 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
Jinja’s Java-level semantics are given in the two types of operational semantics: big-step
(natural) and small-step (transition) semantics. Rules written in big-step style evaluate their
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Big-step if-else True:
c, s⇒ True, s′ e1, s′ ⇒ f1, s′′
if (c) e1 else e2, s⇒ f1, s′′
Big-step if-else False:
c, s⇒ False, s′ e2, s′ ⇒ f2, s′′
if (c) e1 else e2, s⇒ f2, s′′
Small-step if-else condition:
c, s→ c′, s′
if (c) e1 else e2, s→ if (c′) e1 else e2, s′
Small-step if-else True:
e1, s→ e′1, s′
if (True) e1 else e2, s→ if (True) e′1 else e2, s′
Small-step if-else True Reduce:
if (True) (Val v1) else e2, s→ Val v1, s
Figure 2.1: big-step and small-step rules for if-else
input to completion (e.g., evaluating if (2+1=4) 1 else 1+7 to 8 by evaluating 2+1=4 to
False, choosing the corresponding branch, evaluating its subexpression 1+7 to 8, and then
returning this value). Rules written in small-step style instead describe individual steps of
computation (e.g., reducing if (2+1=4) 1 else 1+7 to if (3=4) 1 else 1+7 by reducing
the subexpression 2+1=4 by reducing its subexpression 2+1 to 3). Some of the rules for
evaluating/reducing an if-else expression are given in Figure 2.1, where s is the state
(containing information like the heap and the values of local variables). Note that big-step
completes the entire computation, evaluating the condition and the the appropriate branch,
whereas small-step performs a single (small) step on the current subexpression, giving a
value only when the condition and the corresponding branch are fully reduced.
There are pros and cons to each type of operational semantics. Rules in big-step style can
be more intuitive, giving a good idea of the order of computation and all the pieces involved
in completely evaluating a given piece of code. They can also be easily translated into rules
for an execution function. Further, big-step rules are able to keep track of evaluation context
throughout the computation. For example, in a block, a variable is only temporarily in scope.
In big-step, the state passed along to evaluate the inside of the block can be modified upon
return to return the block variable’s previous value, since both the old and new states are
“available” for the entire computation. In small-step style, since it may take multiple steps
of computation to fully reduce the inside of the block, extra measures are required to keep
track of the initial value of the block’s variable.
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However, since big-step rules only ever evaluate to completion, a semantics in this style
does not give partial evaluations for non-terminating code. Furthermore, it does not allow
interweaving of steps of computation, such as is needed for describing the behavior of a multi-
threaded program. On the other hand, small-step, while not providing an overall picture of
computation in the same way and requiring extra care for features like blocks, can provide
partial reductions and allow interweaving.
By giving both, Jinja’s Java semantics is able to provide the benefits of both. Jinja also
contains a proof of the equivalence of the two, confirming that any features like blocks are
handled in a computationally equivalent way.
2.3 RTS ALGORITHMS AND EKSTAZI
In industry, many code bases are quite large, as are the test suites associated with them.
These test suites can take on the order of days to run in full. Regression test selection (RTS)
is the process of choosing which tests to rerun after changes have been made to a code base
in order to decrease the time retesting takes. A test that is not run is said to be deselected.
An RTS algorithm is called safe if it only deselects tests whose results would be unchanged.
Ekstazi [1] is a Java library for regression testing that employs an RTS algorithm at the
level of JVM bytecode based on the classes that are used or referenced by each test. These
are called the classes touched by a test. When a test is run, the names of the classes it
touches during its execution are collected. Then, when changes are made to the code base,
a test is only rerun if one or more of the classes it touched in its previous run have been
modified. Thus if, for example, only a couple of modifications are made to non-core classes
in a large code base, generally very few tests need to be rerun.
Ekstazi’s algorithm attempts to collect the necessary classes as infrequently as possible
(i.e., with as few collection triggers as possible), which leaves room for possibly under-
collecting. To prove this algorithm’s safety formally requires a semantics of the JVM that
includes sufficient features to make the formal proof as convincing as possible. Static in-
structions and dynamic class initialization in particular are places where a class collection
algorithm can be subtly incorrect. Chapter 5 goes into more detail about a semantics of the
JVM that includes both of these features.
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CHAPTER 3: JINJA
Jinja [3] was developed by Klein and Nipkow to give a formal semantics for both Java and
JVM byte code in a unified way. The authors wrote the semantics in the theorem prover
Isabelle because this allowed them to write definitions and proofs based on this semantics.
These proofs include type safety of the small-step semantics, equivalence of two semantics,
the correctness of a compiler from the Java level to the JVM level. The value of using a
system like Isabelle to build a semantic framework is precisely the ability to prove these kinds
of results, which is why this framework was the one chosen to extend: in order to prove that
a test behaves the same on two different programs, both a definition of the language and a
framework that allows meta-reasoning at this level are needed.
This section will describe the features already covered by the Jinja framework to provide
a basis for the extension JinjaDCI described in Chapter 5.
3.1 JAVA LEVEL
Jinja’s Java-level semantics J defines 15 expressions: new, Cast, Val, BinOp, Var, LAss
(local assignment), FAcc (field access), FAss (field assignment), Call, Block, Seq, Cond,
While, throw, and TryCatch. Semantics are given for these in both big-step (evaluate) and
small-step (reduce) style.1 Both are defined as inductive relations on pairs of expression
and state relative to a given program P , and are written as P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈e′, s′〉 and
P ` 〈e, s〉 → 〈e′, s′〉, respectively, where a state s is made of the heap h and the local
variable mapping l.
The small-step rules for new and the big- and small-step rules for FAcc can be seen in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. (The big-step and small-step rules for new are the same, since there are
no subexpressions to reduce, so evaluation only takes one step.)
In J the expression new has the for new C, taking one argument: a class C to be instan-
tiated. In both semantic styles, there are two cases: the heap is out of memory or it is not.
The former case results in an OutOfMemory exception being thrown; the latter results in the
operation being completed. Each case is written as its own rule.
The expression FAcc has the form e • F{D}, taking three arguments: a subexpression e
that should evaluate to an object pointer, a field F whose value is being fetched, and a class
D that defines that field in the object whose pointer has been passed. The evaluation of e
has three cases: e evaluates to a pointer, e evaluates to null, or e evaluates to a thrown
1These semantics types are described in general in Chapter 2.
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FAcc:
P ` 〈e, s0〉 ⇒ 〈addr a, (h, l)〉 h a = Some(C, fs) fs(F,D) = Some v
P ` 〈e • F{D}, s0〉 ⇒ 〈Val v, (h, l)〉
FAccNull:
P ` 〈e, s0〉 ⇒ 〈null, s1〉
P ` 〈e • F{D}, s0〉 ⇒ 〈THROW NullPointer, s1〉
FAccThrow:
P ` 〈e, s0〉 ⇒ 〈throw e′, s1〉
P ` 〈e • F{D}, s0〉 ⇒ 〈throw e′, s1〉
Figure 3.1: Example rules from Jinja’s Java-level big-step semantics
expression. In big-step style, there is a rule for each of these cases. In small-step style, there
are four rules: one reduces the subexpression; each of the others handles one these three
cases. See also that this expression only works for nonstatic fields, i.e., those defined relative
to a particular class instance, and e must therefore evaluate to a pointer. Static fields belong
to the class rather than any intance of it. This means that their values must be stored in
some way independent of any class instance. An approach to doing this will be presented in
Chapter 5.
The reflexive transitive closure of small-step J execution is written P ` 〈e, s〉 →∗ 〈e′, s′〉.
3.1.1 J1
Jinja does not compile immediately from the Java level (J) to JVM; instead, top-level
code is first compiled into the intermediate language J1. J and J1 are nearly identical: the
syntax of J1 is the same as J, except that local variable names are numbers instead of strings.
Then while in J the local state is a partial function from strings to values, in J1 it is a list
of values, referred to by index. These changes make J1 closer to JVM and thus easier to
compile from, as the local state in JVM works based on index rather than names.
3.2 JVM LEVEL
Jinja’s JVM semantics covers 15 instructions: load, store, push, new, getfield, putfield,
checkcast, invoke, pop, return, iadd, goto, cmpeq, iffalse, and throw. The rules for
the execution of these instructions were written as a function exec instr in small-step style.
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RedNew:
new Addr h = Some a
P ` C has fields FDTs h′ = h(a 7→ (C, init fields FDTs))
P ` 〈new C, (h, l)〉 → 〈addr a, (h′, l)〉
RedNewFail:
new Addr h = None
P ` 〈new C, (h, l)〉 → 〈THROW OutOfMemory, (h, l)〉
FAccRed:
P ` 〈e, s〉 → 〈e′, s′〉
P ` 〈e • F{D}, s〉 → 〈e′ • F{D}, s′〉
RedFAcc:
h a = Some(C, fs) fs(F,D) = Some v
P ` 〈addr a • F{D}, (h, l)〉 → 〈Val v, (h, l)〉
RedFAccNull:
P ` 〈null • F{D}, s〉 → 〈THROW NullPointer, s〉
RedFAccThrow:
P ` 〈throw e • F{D}, s〉 → 〈throw e, s〉
Figure 3.2: Example rules from Jinja’s Java-level small-step semantics
This function takes nine arguments: the instruction i to be performed, the program P, the
heap h, the stack stk, the local variables loc, the current class C 0, the current method M 0,
the program counter pc, and the frame stack frs. It returns a triple made up of an optional
exception, the updated heap, and the updated frame stack. In Jinja, a triple of this form is
a JVM program state.
In Jinja’s JVM instruction names are capitalized and take appropriate arguments. For
example, new is written as New and takes one argument: the name of the class to be in-
stantiated, C; getfield is written as Getfield and takes two arguments: the name of the
field whose value is being fetched, F , and the name of the class that defines that field in the
object being passed, C.
The definitions of exec instr’s behavior over new and getfield (the instructions corre-
sponding to J expressions new and FAcc) can be seen in Figure 3.3.
In Jinja’s JVM the instruction new is written as New and, as in J’s corresponding expres-
sions, takes one argument: a class C to be instantiated. The rule has the same two cases as
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"exec_instr (New C) P h stk loc C0 M pc frs =
(case new_Addr h of
None => (Some (sys_xcpt OutOfMemory), h,
(stk, loc, C0, M, pc)#frs)
| Some a => (None, h(a |-> blank P C), (Addr a#stk,loc,C0,M,pc+1)#frs))"
"exec_instr (Getfield F C) P h stk loc C0 M pc frs =
(let v = hd stk;
xp’ = if v=Null
then Some (sys_xcpt NullPointer)
else None;
(D,fs) = the(h(the_Addr v))
in (xp’, h,
(the(fs(F,C))#(tl stk),loc,C0,M,pc+1)#frs))"
Figure 3.3: Example rules from Jinja’s JVM instruction execution function
"exec (P, None, h, (stk,loc,C,M,pc)#frs) =
(let i = instrs_of P C M ! pc;
(xp’,h’,frs’) = exec_instr i P h stk loc C M pc frs
in Some(case xp’ of None => (None,h’,frs’)
| Some a =>
find_handler P a h ((stk,loc,C,M,pc)#frs)))"
| "exec _ = None"
Figure 3.4: Single step execution function for JVM level
in J: the heap is out of memory or it is not. This is done using a branching case statement.
The instruction getfield is written as Getfield and takes two arguments: a field F
whose value is being fetched, and a class C that defines that field in the object being passed.
This rule also has two cases: the pointer on top of the stack is Null or it is not. The former
results in a NullPointer exception; the latter results in the field’s value being fetched from
the object referenced by the pointer. Like with FAcc at the Java level, this instruction looks
up the field F in a class instance (that referenced by the pointer).
The function exec instr defined partially above is then wrapped inside the function exec
as shown in Figure 3.4, which takes a program and a program state and optionally returns the
next program state. Recall that a JVM program state is made up of an optional exception,
a heap, and a frame stack. exec uses the current frame – the top frame in the state’s frame
stack – to determine the current instruction, which it then passes to exec instr along with
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the other pieces of the frame. It returns the state returned by exec instr if there is no
exception; otherwise, it attempts to handle the exception by checking the exception table
of each frame in the frame stack until a handler is found (and placed on top of the frame
stack) or the frame stack is empty.
3.2.1 exec all and start state
The reflexive transitive closure of exec is exec all, written P ` σ jvm−−→ σ′′ to denote that
JVM state σ steps to JVM state σ′ under program P in some number of applications of
exec.
In the JVM, executing a program means running the main method of some class starting
from an initial state. In Jinja’s JVM, this initial method is allowed to be arbitrary, and the
initial state from that method M in class C in program P is given by start state P C M .
This state is made up of P ’s initial heap (which contains an object for each error type) and
a frame stack made of just method M ’s initial frame (empty stack, no assignments to local
variables, current class C, current method M , pc 0).
3.3 TYPING AND WELL-FORMEDNESS
3.3.1 Heap Conformance
In order to be conforming, a heap needs all of its contained objects to have correctly-typed
field values. Therefore, the first step to defining a conforming heap is to defined a conforming
object.
Definition 3.1 (Jinja Object Conformance: oconf). In Jinja, an object obj of class C is
object conforming under program P and heap h, written P, h ` obj
√
, when, for each field
F of type T had by C or any of its superclasses as defined in P , obj’s field value for F has
a value of type T under program P and heap h.
A conforming heap is then one where all objects are conforming. Additionally, Jinja
requires that heaps have an object for each error class; this requirement is due to the way
Jinja handles errors. Instead of creating new instances of the error classes when errors occur,
it uses objects placed in the heap upon program start, one per error type.
Definition 3.2 (Heap Conformance: hconf). A heap h is heap conforming under program





P,E ` e :: Class C P ` C sees F : T in D
P,E ` e • F{D} :: T
Jinja WTrtFAcc:
P,E, h ` e : Class C P ` C has F : T in D
P,E, h ` e • F{D} : T
Figure 3.5: Jinja Java WT and WTrt rules for FAcc
1. P, h ` obj
√
for each address a where h a contains an object obj, and
2. all error classes have an object on the heap at the expected address.
3.3.2 Java level
Definitions of Well-Typed and Well-Formed The original Jinja had a few definitions
for well-typed expressions. The first, WT, dealt with expressions as found as method bod-
ies; the second and third, WTrt and WTrt’, were equivalent definitions for what constitute
runtime well-typed expressions.
In general, a Jinja Java expression is well-typed when its arguments have types compatible
with the expression type and referenced fields or methods exist in the program. Non-runtime
well-typing of expression e under program P and type environment E to type T is notated
P,E ` e :: T . Runtime well-typing of the same is written P,E, h ` e : T ; note that the heap
is relevant for runtime well-typing, as it is used to dynamically check the types of objects.
In non-runtime, heap addresses do not well-type.
See Figure 3.5 for the WT and WTrt rules for FAcc. Note that the rules look practically
identical; in either case, the well-typing of field access relies on the well-typing of its subex-
pression (which should return a pointer to an object, and thus have a Class type) and the
existence of the field being accessed. The only real difference is sees versus has. The former
means that field F can be seen by class C in class D with type T . The latter just requires
that C’s superclass D has a field of type T , meaning that C could potentially see field F in
some “closer” superclass than D (thus hiding D’s copy of F ).2
2This distinction is important because has will continue to be maintained during runtime. In particular,
the type annotation D on e • F{D} is based on the static evaluation of e’s type, which may become more
specific during runtime (i.e., become a subtype of the original type), so it is possible that e may evaluate to
an expression with a type that sees an F that hides that defined in D, but this type will always “have” the
F defined by D.
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Well-formed programs are made up of well-formed classes.
Definition 3.3 (Jinja General Class Well-Formedness wf cdecl). A class definition for C
is well-formed a program P and a definition of well-formed methods wf md (over programs
and classes) when:
1. its fields all have valid types in P and have distinct names,
2. its fields have distinct names,
3. its methods have argument and return types that are valid in P , pass wf md under P
and C, and have distinct names, and
4. if C is not Object, then its given superclass3 exists in P , is not C subclass in P , and
all C’s methods that share a name with a method visible in one of its superclasses are
compatible.4
In Jinja, well-formed programs are first defined generally with wf prog. This definition
can be instantiated over programs of various types (e.g., J versus JVM) by instantiating the
argument wf md with a requirement defined over methods of the type used by that program
type (e.g., J programs have methods with bodies that are expressions).
Definition 3.4 (General Program Well-Formedness: wf prog). A program P is well-formed
under a definition of well-formed methods wf md when:
1. its list of classes includes Object and all system error types,
2. its classes have distinct names, and
3. all its classes are well-formed under P and wf md.
The general well-formedness of programs is instantiated for J programs in definitions of
weak-well-formed and well-formed J programs (wwf J prog and wf J prog, respectively)
with the method well-formedness conditions wwf J mdecl and wf J mdecl, respectively.
Definition 3.5 (Jinja Method Weak-Well-Formedness: wwf J mdecl). A method definition
is weak-well-formed under program P and class C when:
1. its lists of argument types and argument names are the same length,
3The name of a class’s superclass is part of its definition.
4Methods between a class and its superclasses are compatible if the argument and return types are
compatible. In JinjaDCI, they must also both be Static or both be NonStatic.
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2. its argument names are distinct,
3. this is not one of its arguments, and
4. the free variables in its body are all either this or in the list of its arguments.
Definition 3.6 (Jinja Method Well-Formedness: wf J mdecl). In addition to the require-
ments given for weak-well-formedness:
1. the method’s body must be well-typed (WT), under P and an environment of this
with type Class C and the arguments with types as given by the argument types, to
a subtype of the method’s stated return type, and
2. this, names of the arguments, and local variables are all definitely assigned in the
method’s body.5
J1 Well-typing and well-formedness are defined over J1 in a very similar fashion to that
over J. Well-typing of J1 expressons (WT1) is nearly identical to well-typing of J expressions
(WT). Method well-formedness (wf J1 mdecl) has requirements on arguments that are slightly
modified to be over indices going up to the number of arguments (or arguments plus one to
cover this, for NonStatic methods) rather than names, as arguments are just used as the
first local variables.
3.3.3 JVM level
At the JVM level, the working code at any particular step of execution is a list of instruc-
tions rather than an expression as at the Java level. The type-correctness of a J expression
is definable via an inductive definition over expressions that takes into account the types of
local variables and objects from the heap. The type-correctness of a JVM instruction list,
on the other hand, is dependent on whether each instruction in it will receive a type-state
compatible with what it expects.
In Jinja, an instruction is well-typed relative to a method type, which is in turn built on a
frame type.
Definition 3.7 (JVM Frame Type). A JVM frame type is a pair (ST, LT ) where ST is a
list of types and LT is a list of types (wrapped in the OK constructor) and Errs. ST is meant
to type a frame’s stack, LT to type its local variable assignment.
5This means variables have been assigned values before they are used.
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Definition 3.8 (JVM Method Type). A JVM method type τs is a list of optional frame
types. As used in well-typing, each entry τs!n that is non-None contains the typing of a
method’s frame anticipated by the instruction at index n of that method’s instruction list.
The method type of a method is such that the frame type contained at index pc is the
lists of types of the stack and local variables when the method is executing the instruction
at index pc of its instruction list. An individual instruction of a method is well-typed with
respect to its index in the instruction list and a method type when that method type gives
correct frame types (i.e., those it expects) at its index and at all next possible indices (based
on execution of the instruction).
Definition 3.9 (JVM Instruction Well-Typedness: wt instr). An instruction i with is well-
typed under program P and the method definition of method M relative to instruction list
index pc and method type τs when τs!pc is None; otherwise, τs!pc contains a pair of type
lists (ST, LT ) where LT may contain the Error type, and i is well-typed when:
1. (ST, LT ) type the stack and local variable list, respectively, in lengths and contents
compatible with the execution of i.6,
2. if the instruction is a field access, field assignment, or method call, the referenced field
or method is accessible by the class named in the instruction,
3. the relevant entries on M ’s exception table (those catching an error type i might throw
and that have an index catch range that includes pc) have error types that exist in P
and have an expected-remaining-stack-depth no larger than ST of M ’s max stack size,
4. every possible next index pc′ (based on how instruction i is able to change the instruc-
tion index through both normal and exceptional execution7) is less than M ’s maximum
allowed index, and
5. every possible pair of next index, next typing of the stack and local variables (pc′, (ST ′,
LT ′)) (pc′ as before; stack and local variable types as possible modifications from ST
and LT based on normal and exceptional execution,8) ST ′ and LT ′ list-subtype with
the respective type lists contained at τs!pc′.
6For example, if the instruction is Store n (store the value on top of the stack to the local variable at
index n), there is at least one type on the top of the stack (for the value to be stored), and LT has length
greater than n (so that it has an index n) If the instruction is a nonstatic field access, there must be a
type on top of the stack that is a subtype of the class whose field is being accessed; that is, this instruction
expects the object whose field is being accessed to be on top of the stack.
7Next index for exceptional execution is based on the indices of relevant entries on M ’s exception table.
8These pairings must match: normal-execution indices with normal-execution typings, exceptional-
execution indices with their respective typings based on how the exception table entry affects the stack
and local variable types.
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To summarize, in order to be well-typed relative to M ’s definition with respect to index
pc and method type τs, τs needs to have a typing expected by instruction i at index pc
and typing produced from that typing by i at all next possible indices. Further, all indices
involved must be allowed, and every relevant entries of M ’s exception table must be valid
and be able to receive the typing i might give it.
A method is well-typed relative to a method type τs when all its instructions are well-
typed relative to it at their respective indices, in addition to a few other constraints on
τs.
Definition 3.10 (JVM Well-Typed Method: wt method). A JVM method definition is
well-typed under program P relative to method type τs when:
1. its instruction list is is non-empty and is equal in length to τs,
2. all types in all stack type lists in τs (up to max stack length n each list) exist in P ,
3. all types in all local variable type lists in τs (up to max local variable list length in
each list) exist in P or are Error,
4. τs!0 is non-None and its contained pair of type lists subtypes with correct starting list
types for the stack and local variables,9 and
5. for every instruction i in is, i is well-typed under P and M ’s definition relative to its
index in is and τs.
A JVM program type is an assignment of a method type (see Definition 3.8) to each
method defined in each class of a program. A JVM program is well-formed under a program
type Φ when all its methods are well-typed under the method type assigned to them by Φ.
Well-Formed States Besides having a conforming heap, a well-formed state must have
a conforming frame stack. The first building block of a frame stack is conforming frames.
Definition 3.11 (JVM Frame Conformance: conf f). A frame is conforming under program
P , heap h, frame type (ST, LT ), and instruction list is when its stack’s types are subtyped
by ST and its local vaiarble assignments subtyped by LT , both under P and h, and its
current index is less than the length of is.
A conforming frame stack, in addition to conforming frames, requires that each frame was
created by the frame below it.
9The stack begins empty, and the local variables begin with the calling object and arguments on top,
followed by Error entries for the rest of the length (based on the method’s stated max local variables).
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Definition 3.12 (JVM Frame Stack Conformance: conf fs). A frame stack is conforming
under program P , heap h, and program type Φ, when all of its frames are conforming under
P , h, and the frame type given by Φ to its current class and current method (and this
method exists in P ), and each frame is called via an Invoke instruction by the frame below
it.10
A well-formed state then has a non-exceptional exception flag, a conforming heap, and a
conforming frame stack, assuming that its frame stack is not already exhausted. (If a state’s
exception flag is Some x for some x, it is only well-formed if it has exhausted its frame stack
looking for a way to catch the exception and has failed. If its exception flag is None while
its frame stack is empty, then execution has completed without error.)
Definition 3.13 (JVM Well-Formed State: correct state). A JVM state (xp, h, frs) is
well-formed under program P and program type Φ, written P,Φ ` σ
√
, when either its frame
stack is empty, or its exception flag is None, its heap is conforming, and its frame stack is
conforming.
10That is, the current instruction of the next frame on the frame stack is an invocation of its current class,
current method, and number of arguments it takes.
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CHAPTER 4: DYNAMIC CLASS INITIALIZATION
In the JVM, class initialization methods are called dynamically. Rather than initializing
classes up front, Java waits until the the class is actually used. Because of this, compilers
can make the decision to postpone the loading and linking of classes. Loading is the process
of finding a binary representation of a class and using a class loader on that representation
to create the class. This process is followed by linking, which includes verification (checking
that the code is structurally correct), preparation (setting static fields to default values based
on type), and resolution of symbolic references. A class must be loaded and linked before it
is initialized. In JinjaDCI’s semantics, it is assumed that classes have been loaded, verified,
and resolved ahead of time, but not necessarily prepared. (Unprepared classes are prepared
when initialization is first called on them.)
The process of initialization can result in a number of errors. As a result, it can cause
different behaviors depending on when it occurs in a program. For example, if initialization
is only attempted inside of blocks with the proper error handlers, then the program may
exit or continue gracefully in a way that would not be possible if the process were run
prematurely.
Initialization checks are triggered by the use of a class or one of its subclasses. In particular,
in the supported subset of JVM instructions, if a class C is not initialized, class initialization
occurs when:
• an instruction among new, getstatic, putstatic, or invokestatic references C,
• one of C’s subclasses is being initialized, or
• at startup of the JVM, if C is the designated initial class.
At the Java level, initialization is called by the same or corresponding events. If trig-
gered by the evaluation of an expression, initialization is not called until the expression’s
subexpressions are completely evaluated.
Introducing dynamic class initialization into Jinja requires that the initialization procedure
be called at every point that triggers it. The direct effect of this on the semantics is the
addition of rules describing the procedure and calls to it within the rules that trigger it.
4.1 THE INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE
After it has been loaded and linked, a class C can be in one of four states:
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1. Prepared: Loaded and linked, but not initialized
2. Processing:1 Currently being initialized
3. Done: Fully initialized
4. Error: Initialization is in an erroneous state, perhaps due to an error in a previous
initialization attempt (or in another thread in a multithreaded program)
The current state of a class C affects how the initialization of that class proceeds.
Once one of the initialization triggers listed above occurs, the following procedure is per-
formed:2
1. Check current state.
• If class C is currently being initialized (i.e., Processing), that means that this
call is recursive, i.e., inside of the initialization procedure; return without error.3
• If class C is already fully initialized (i.e., Done), nothing else is required; return
without error.
• If class C’s initialization is in an erroneous state (i.e., Error), throw
NoClassDefFoundError.
• Otherwise, continue to next step.
2. Mark C’s initialization procedure as Processing.
3. If C has a superclass S, initialize S.
• If this results in throwing an exception, mark C’s initialization as being in an
erroneous state. Then throw the same exception that S’s initialization threw.
• Otherwise, continue to next step.
4. Execute the class initialization method of C.
1This case would be seen by the initialization procedure whenever a class’s initialization method makes
a static instruction call to one of its own static fields or methods, including instructions for getting and
putting values from and to static fields. In this case, the initialization method should not be re-called.
2This procedure is simplified to reflect a world without threads, assertions, interfaces, or exceptions that
take arguments, as these features are not currently supported. Threads in particular necessitate a locking
mechanism in order to ensure that classes are only initialized once across all threads.
3Note that if this was the result of a getstatic instruction call inside the initialization method, this
means that the value fetched would be the default for the field, unless a putstatic instruction has already
been performed.
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• If execution completes normally, mark C’s initialization as Done and return with-
out error.
• Otherwise, an exception E was thrown. Mark C’s initialization as being in an
erroneous state, then throw E.
Formalizing this procedure is the core of the Jinja extension described in Chapter 5.
4.2 IMPACT ON THE FORMAL SEMANTICS
Adding static instructions is a fairly straightforward extension to the existing semantics.
However, dynamic class initialization is much less straightforward. Initialization is a proce-
dure that is written into the JVM byte code specification as if it is meant to be done all at
once inside the computation of a single instruction, and so it is most naturally represented
in big-step style. As with anything in big-step, it is possible to transform this process into
one done over small steps, and this is approach taken in JinjaDCI. However, it is also proved
that the Java-level big-step implementation is both equivalent to the Java-level small-step
approach, and is correctly simulated by the JVM-level small-step semantics.
In this approach, it is necessary to find a way to make sure that the results of step 4 of
the initialization procedure are properly propagated, that control is returned to the calling
location upon completion, and that the procedure is not called again by the same expression
(or instruction). This means that the semantics must recognize and handle the returning
of an initialization method, and that the semantic context must be aware of a just-run
procedure. As the Java-level and JVM-level semantics have different structures, they use
two separate but similar solutions to these problems.
At the Java-level, two runtime-only expressions are added. The first of these, INIT, is
used to run steps 1 through 3 of the initialization procedure, and calls step 4. The second,
RI, acts as a container for the body of the initialization method during step 4, so that it is
kept in context to allow for post-processing upon completion.
At the JVM level, the scope of any method in the JVM is its corresponding frame –
created when the method is invoked, and permanently removed upon its return or failure
to catch an exception passed to it. Added to this structure is a flag that can take one of
several values used to signal the current role of a frame in an initialization procedure. This
flag is used to guarantee that the post-processing behavior of the initialization procedure is
followed, that the procedure is only called once per instruction, and that thrown errors are
passed properly. Mores detail about this flag are given in Section 5.3.2. Helper functions
that are called directly by exec in lieu of exec instr when necessary have also been added.
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These functions handle the creation of initialization frames and the marking of classes as
being in the Error state, and are called based on a frame’s initialization flag.
These changes also have an impact on the proofs of type safety, semantic equivalence, and
compiler correctness. In addition to creating new cases for each, the initialization procedure
complicates what it means for a state to be correct.
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CHAPTER 5: JINJADCI
While Jinja represents a massive and impressive piece of work, there are still many fea-
tures of Java and the JVM that it does not support. The motivating example, in particular,
involves proving that the behavior of a test does not change if the classes it uses (“touches”)
are unchanged. More accurately, in setting out to prove that the algorithm for collecting
“touched” classes used by Ekstazi [1] collects a set of classes large enough to have this prop-
erty, it becomes clear that static instructions and dynamic class initialization are cornerstone
features for class use, and are thus a place where this collection might easily be subtly incor-
rect.1 Therefore, a semantics was required that included both of these features, and so Jinja
was chosen for extension as Isabelle provides an especially good framework for proofs about
algorithms of this sort. The latter feature in particular was not a straightforward extension.
Several of the large results of the Jinja framework have also been updated to include
statics and dynamic class initialization. Due to the more complicated nature of dynamic
class initialization, these updates required updated proof statements in addition to updated
proofs. These changes are detailed in Chapter 6.
It should be noted that Lochbihler [15] wrote an extension of Jinja, JinjaThreads, which
adds threads to both Jinja and Jinja’s JVM. There are very interesting implications threads
have on dynamic class initialization, but threads are largely orthogonal to the correctness of
an Ekstazi-like RTS algorithm, so this combination is left as future work.
5.1 STATIC INSTRUCTIONS
In Java, classes can have static fields and methods: these fields and methods belong to
the class rather than to any instantiation of it. A static instruction is one that uses or
manipulates static fields or methods. The static instructions used in JVM byte code are as
follows:
getstatic C F D – fetches the value of a static field F belonging to class C, defined by
class D
putstatic C F D – assigns a value to a static field F belonging to class C, defined by
class D
invokestatic M C n – calls the static method M of class C which takes n arguments
These instructions correspond to the Java-level expressions SFAcc (C •s F{D}), SFAss
(C •s F{D} := e), and SCall (C •s M(es)), respectively. e is an expression that evaluates
1In fact, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, this is exactly where problems were found.
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to the value assigned to the field and es is a list of expressions on length n evaluating to the
arguments to the method.
Note that in Java, it is also possible to access a static field using an instantiation of a class
that can call it rather than the class itself. For example, instead of C.F in order to access
static field F accessible to class C as defined by its superclass D, one could use e.F , where
e evaluates to an instance of class C. This latter cannot be compiled directly into JinjaDCI
as the SFAcc expression, which only accepts a class name as its first argument, and so this
form of access is not explicitly supported by this extension.
Static instructions, methods, and fields are a core feature of Java that see a lot of use.
Because of this, it makes sense for a reasonable semantics for Java to include them. However,
supporting static instructions requires deciding how and when the values of static fields are
first set. In the semantics of Java, this is done during class preparation and initialization,2
so this is the approach chosen.
5.2 UPDATED STRUCTURE
In order to support statics and the initialization procedure, various constructors and func-
tion needed extra arguments. First, a flag was added to fields and methods to mark whether
they are static. Second, a “static heap” (sh) was added to the program state for storing the
static state of each class, including its static fields and its initialization state flag.3
In the Java-level small-step semantics there is the further addition of an “indicator boolean”
to each side of the relation, which indicates whether the need for initialization has just been
checked (and run, if necessary) for the current subexpression. This is necessary because
initialization should only ever be checked once for each expression requiring the check. Fur-
ther, the initialization procedure may return the checked class in an initialization state of
Processing, which would cause the procedure to be called indefinitely without this check
indicating it had already been performed. None of this is necessary in the big-step semantics
because this kind of context is inherently preserved in that style. The stepping relation is
now written as P ` 〈e, s, b〉 → 〈e′, s′, b′〉.
At the JVM level, the frame type was additionally updated to include an initialization
call status flag. Unlike at the Java level, where initialization is performed and managed via
the addition of runtime-only initialization expressions, the JVM level models initialization
via these frame flags. A corresponding argument (ics) has been added to the exec instr
function. This approach is a closer approximation of how initialization would be handled
2These are described in Chapter 3.
3This flag corresponds to the initialization state described in Section 4.1.
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in the JVM, and addresses the fact that the JVM does not modify the instruction sets it
works on when new code is introduced (usually through method calls), but instead creates
and manipulates frames for this purpose.
5.3 SEMANTICS OF THE INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE
In this section, the steps of the initialization procedure from Section 4.1 are translated
into formal operational semantics.
5.3.1 Java Level
The initialization procedure is performed at the Java level by two runtime-only expressions
added for this purpose. To keep track of the context of a call to the initialization procedure,
the below expressions have an “expression on hold” to return to upon completion:
• INIT C ′ (Cs , b) x e′, which handles the initialization of class C ′; Cs is the list of
classes to be initialized as a consequence (with C ′ at the end), built up by a sequence
of step 3s, then removed as completed; b is a boolean indicating whether the class on
the top of this list (if it exists) has performed steps 1 through 3 of its initialization
procedure; e′ is the expression on hold
• RI(C, e); Cs x e′, which is a container for running the class initialization method of
C and marking its initialization state; e is either an exception thrown to C’s procedure
during step 3, or the expression being run by step 4; Cs is the list of classes still to be
initialized; e′ is the expression on hold
The small-step rules for INIT are given in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Note that in the rules
described in Figure 5.1 and in the first two rules in Figure 5.2, INIT’s boolean is set to False,
indicating that the head of the class list (C) has not yet had steps 1 through 3 performed.
The big-step rules for RI are given in Figure 5.4.
The first rule for INIT, None, describes the case where class C has not yet been linked;
it creates a blank instance of the class with default values for the static fields, inserts this
instance into the static heap as the object associated with class C, sets C’s initialization
state to Prepared, then steps again to the same INIT expression with the new static heap.
The next three rules, Processing, Done, and Error, describe the first three branches in
step 1 of the initialization procedure. In these cases, class C does not need to be initialized,
and there are no further classes to check. For the first two, this means that the list of classes
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None:
sh C = None
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′,
(h, l, sh(C 7→ (sblank P C, Prepared))), b〉
Processing:
sh C = Some(obj , Processing)
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈INIT C ′ (Cs, True) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉
Done:
sh C = Some(obj , Done)
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈INIT C ′ (Cs, True) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉
Error:
sh C = Some(obj , Error)
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈RI(C, THROW NoClassDefFoundError);Csx e′, (h, l, sh), b〉
Figure 5.1: small-step rules for INIT, non-Prepared
(Cs) is complete and ready to be initialized. They therefore step to INIT over Cs , with
the boolean set to True. In the Error case, however, C’s initialization procedure is ended
abruptly due to the Error state. The result is the same as if C’s class initialization method
itself had resulted in an uncaught exception: every class in Cs will receive an error in step
3, meaning their initializations also result in an error. This is handled by passing the list of
classes to RI with the appropriate exception expression (THROW NoClassDefFoundError) as
if produced by C’s initialization method.
The first rule in Figure 5.2, InitNonObject, describes the case where C’s state is Prepared
and C has a superclass, so steps 2 and 3 are both performed. The hypothesis class P C =
Some(D, r) indicates C’s direct superclass in P is D. Thus D is added to the list of classes to
initialize, and C’s initialization flag is set to Processing in the meantime. Note that after
this step, steps 1 and 2 have been performed for class C, and that step 3 will be complete
once D’s initialization procedure completes.
The next rule, InitObject, describes the case where step 3 of the above procedure is
skipped because the class being initialized is the class Object, which does not have a super-
class. Thus Object’s initialization flag is set to Processing as in step 2, and then INIT’s
boolean is set to True to indicate it is safe to proceed to step 4.
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InitNonObject:
sh C = Some(obj , Prepared)
C 6= Object class P C = Some(D, r) sh′ = sh(C 7→ (obj , Processing))
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈INIT C ′ (D#C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh′), b〉
InitObject:
sh C = Some(obj , Prepared) C = Object sh′ = sh(C 7→ (obj , Processing))
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , False) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , True) x e′, (h, l, sh′), b〉
InitRInit:
P ` 〈INIT C ′ (C#Cs , True) x e′, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈RI(C,C •s clinit([]));Csx e′, (h, l, sh), b〉
Figure 5.2: small-step rules for INIT, when C is Prepared
Final:
P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈e′, s′〉
P ` 〈INIT C (Nil, b) x e, s〉 ⇒ 〈e′, s′〉
RedInit:
¬sub RI e′
P ` 〈INIT C (Nil, b) x e′, s, b′〉 → 〈e′, s, icheck P C e′〉
Figure 5.3: big-step rule and small-step rules for returning from INIT
The next rule, InitRInit, describes the case where steps 1 through 3 of C’s initialization
procedure are complete. The next step is the execution of C’s class initialization method
clinit (a static method taking no arguments), which is carried out by wrapping a call to
this method in the RI constructor, keeping C, Cs , and e′.
The final rule for INIT, given in both big- and small-step in Figure 5.3, describes how
INIT is finally discharged once its list is completely initialized (and therefore empty). In big-
step, the expression on hold is evaluated and the result returned. Similarly, in small-step
control is returned to the expression on hold, e′. It is confirmed (for type safety reasons)
that the held-over expression (e′) does not contain any initialization-related subexpressions
(INIT, RI, or a call to the method clinit). Further, the indicator boolean is set to true –
as long as e′ is one of the expressions described as triggering class initialization in Chapter
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RInit:
P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈Val v, (h′, l′, sh′)〉 sh′ C = Some(sfs , i) sh′′ = sh′(C 7→ (sfs , Done))
C ′ = last(C#Cs) P ` 〈INIT C ′ (Cs, True) x unit, (h′, l′, sh′′)〉 ⇒ 〈e1, s1〉
P ` 〈RI (C, e);Csx e′, s〉 ⇒ 〈e1, s1〉
RInitFail:
P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈throw a, (h′, l′, sh′)〉 sh′ C = Some(sfs , i)
sh′′ = sh′(C 7→ (sfs , Error)) P ` 〈RI(D, throw a);Csx e, (h′, l′, sh′′)〉 ⇒ 〈e1, s1〉
P ` 〈RI(C, e);D#Cs x e′, s〉 ⇒ 〈e1, s1〉
RInitFailFinal:
P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈throw a, (h′, l′, sh′)〉
sh′ C = Some(sfs , i) sh′′ = sh′(C 7→ (sfs , Error))
P ` 〈RI(C, e);Nil x e′, s〉 ⇒ 〈throw a, (h′, l′, sh′)〉
Figure 5.4: big-step rules for RI
4 that could trigger C’s initialization. This check will pass if the initialization expression
was originally introduced by another of the small-step rules. These restrictions are here in
order to facilitate type safety and equivalence in behavior between the big- and small-step
semantics, as will be described further in Section 6.2.
The first rule for RI, RInit, describes the non-error case: the expression e contained by
RI evaluates to a value. Since this means C’s initialization method has returned without
error, C’s initialization state is set to Done and the result is passed back to INIT along with
the stack of classes still to be initialized. INIT’s boolean is set to True. The class-being-
initialized (C ′) is set as the last class in the combined list C#Cs .
The other two rules describe what happens when e evaluates to an uncaught exception.
In both cases, C’s initialization state is set to Error. The first, RInitFail, handles the case
when the list of classes left to be initialized is non-empty: the exception is passed down to
the next class on the list, with the rest of the list still on hold. The second, RInitFailFinal,
handles the case when the class list is finally depleted: the RI, including its expression on
hold, are thrown away entirely, and the thrown exception is returned.
5.3.2 JVM Level
At the JVM level, the initialization procedure is controlled by an initialization call status
flag ics added to each frame. Instead of exec instr, the execution function exec calls a new
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helper function exec step which uses the flag ics to determine the next step of execution.
The flag’s type has four constructors:
• Calling C Cs is a signal to exec to perform the initialization procedure on C, where
Cs is the list of classes already collected during all step 3s so far (with C being the
most recent)
• Called Cs indicates that the classes Cs are ready to have their initialization methods
run (in order), as per step 4; if Cs is empty, the procedure is complete
• Throwing Cs a is a signal to exec to process the throwing of error a to the classes Cs
as per the exception case of step 3
• No ics is for when none of the above apply; i.e., there is no current initialization
procedure
To begin this initialization procedure, when an instruction triggers the procedure for class
C, it sets the current frame’s flag to Calling C [] to begin the procedure, indicating that C
is being initialized, and no other classes have been collected yet. At a high level, when an
initialization procedure is triggered by an instruction, it will result in the collection of a list
of superclasses to be initialized inside a Calling flag. When this list is completed, the flag
becomes Called over the list, and the initialization methods for the classes on the list will be
run in order until the list is empty or an error is thrown. If an uncaught exception is thrown
by any of the initialization methods, the flag is set to Throwing over the remaining list and
the thrown error. The remaining classes in the list are set to an erroneous initialization
state (in order), then the exception is thrown from the original position of the initialization
procedure call.
The above is achieved by then function exec step behaving differently based on the
current frame’s ics. exec step’s definition is given in Figure 5.5, and its behavior can be
summarized as follows:
• Calling C Cs : calls helper function exec Calling, described below
• Called C#Cs : changes ics to Called Cs and places an initialization frame for C on
top of the frame stack
• Throwing C#Cs a: sets C’s initialization flag to Error and changes ics to Throwing
Cs a
• Throwing [] a: changes ics to No ics and throws a
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"exec_step (Calling C’ Cs) ...
= exec_Calling C’ Cs P h stk loc C M pc frs sh" |
"exec_step (Called (C’#Cs)) ...
= (None, h, init_frame P C’#
(stk,loc,C,M,pc,Called Cs)#frs, sh)" |
"exec_step (Throwing (C’#Cs) a) ...
= (None, h, (stk,loc,C,M,pc,Throwing Cs a)#frs,
sh(C’ |-> fst(the(sh C’)), Error))" |
"exec_step (Throwing [] a) ...
= (Some a, h, (stk,loc,C,M,pc,No_ics)#frs, sh)" |
"exec_step ics ...
= exec_instr (instrs_of P C M ! pc) P h stk loc
C M pc ics frs sh"
Figure 5.5: Helper function for JVM-level single step execution (... indicates the omission
of the remaining arguments: P, h, stk, loc, C, M, pc, frs, and sh)
• Otherwise (No ics or Called []), calls the current instruction; in the latter case, this
instruction will know from this flag that it just called and completed the appropriate
initialization procedure
The behavior of exec Calling called on C is determined by the initialization status of C.
exec Calling C Cs first checks that C has a static object in the static heap: if it does
not, sblank is called to create this object, and the initialization flag remains unchanged to
signal to exec to call this function again.
If C has a static object, then its associated initialization state is checked. In the cases of
Done and Processing, C does not need to be initialized, so no initialization frame is created;
the given arguments are returned as is.
In the case of Error, ics is set to Throwing Cs over the appropriate error in order to start
the process of passing it down through the initialization procedure stack.
In the case of Prepared, C’s initialization procedure is allowed to proceed to its next steps.
C’s initialization state is set to Processing (step 2). If C is Object, ics is set to Called
C#Cs , to start the process of running the initialization methods of the classes collected. If
it is not, then ics is modified to be Calling D C#Cs , where D is C’s direct superclass,
signaling to exec to call exec Calling on this class. C is collected into the list so that its
initialization method will be run once D’s initialization procedure completes.
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RedSFAccNone:
¬(∃b t.P ` C has F, b : t in D)
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈THROW NoSuchFieldError, s, False〉
RedSFAccNonStatic:
P ` C has F, NonStatic : t in D
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈THROW ICCError, s, False〉
where ICCError = IncompatibleClassChangeError
SFAccInitDoneRed:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D sh D = Some(sfs , Done)
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), False〉 → 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), True〉
SFAccInitRed:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D 6 ∃sfs . sh D = Some(sfs , Done)
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), False〉 →
〈INIT D ([D], False) x C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), False〉
RedSFAcc:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D sh D = Some(sfs , i) sfs F = Some v
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh), True〉 → 〈Val v, (h, l, sh), False〉
Figure 5.6: small-step semantics for SFAcc expression
5.4 SEMANTICS FOR NEW INSTRUCTIONS
Now that the semantics of initialization have been defined, semantics can be given to the
JVM instructions that deal directly with static fields and methods.
5.4.1 Getstatic.
In Figure 5.6 are presented the Java-level small-step rules defining the behavior of the
SFAcc expression. Compare with FAcc as defined in Figure 3.2.
The first two rules are the error cases. Note that the preconditions for these cases do
not overlap, and that these errors are checked against in all of the remaining rules. These
errors will never be thrown by a well-formed JinjaDCI program. However, using them means
avoiding the use of Isabelle’s the operator at the JVM level, and is consistent with the Java
specification.
The next two cases perform the initialization check, given that the field exists and is static.
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SFAccInit:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D
6 ∃sfs . sh D = Some(sfs , Done) P ` 〈INIT D ([D], False) x unit, (h, l, sh)〉 ⇒
〈Val v′, (h′, l′, sh′)〉 sh′ D = Some(sfs , i) sfs F = Some v
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh)〉 ⇒ 〈Val v, (h′, l′, sh′)〉
SFAccInitThrow:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D 6 ∃sfs . sh D = Some(sfs , Done)
P `〈INIT D ([D], False)xunit, (h, l, sh)〉 ⇒ 〈throw a, s′〉
P ` 〈C •s F{D}, (h, l, sh)〉 ⇒ 〈throw a, s′〉
Figure 5.7: Rule examples for big-step semantics for SFAcc expression
The initialization check is performed on D, the class defining the referenced field. In the
first, the initialization check passes, so the indicator boolean is set to True. In the second,
initialization is required, so the SFAcc expression is put on hold inside of an INIT expression
set to initialize D.
The final case occurs when the boolean indicating all checks through initialization have
been completed is True; note that this will occur as a result of one of the previous two rules:
the original initialization check passed, or initialization was performed and returned without
error. The indicator boolean is also set back to False, as the “just checked” promise was
only made to this particular expression.4
The big-step rules for SFAcc are similar. Other than the lack of an indicator boolean,
the main difference is that there are two rules for when the initialization check fails, given
in Figure 5.7. They branch on whether INIT returns a value or an exception. Since the
INIT expression returns back to the expression initially calling it (in this case, SFAcc), it
is created with unit as the expression on hold. If INIT returns a value, the rest of the
operation completes immediately (without another initialization check).
In Figure 5.8 are presented the new case of exec instr written for the getstatic in-
struction. In the style of Jinja, the instruction is written as Getstatic with arguments as
described in section 5.1. Compare with the old definition given in Figure 3.3.
The cases here are the same as at the Java level: first, exec instr checks that the field
exists and is static. If either check fails, the exception is set accordingly and returned without
further changed or checks.
If the field exists and is static, then the initialization status flag is checked: if it is Called,
4Since Jinja’s small-step semantics is written deterministically, with only one subexpression being rewrit-
ten at a time, no other subexpression will get the chance to misuse this promise.
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"exec_instr
(Getstatic C F D) P h stk loc C0 M0 pc ics frs sh
= (let (D’,b,t) = field P D F;
xp’ = if ~(exists t b. P |- C has F,b:t in D)
then Some(sys_xcpt NoSuchFieldError)
else case b of
NonStatic => Some(sys_xcpt ICCError)
| Static => None
in (case (xp’, ics, sh D’) of
(Some a, _) =>
(xp’,h,(stk,loc,C0,M0,pc,ics)#frs,sh)
| (_, Called Cs, _) =>
let (sfs, i) = the(sh D’);
v = the(sfs F)
in (xp’, h,
(v#stk,loc,C0,M0,pc+1,No_ics)#frs,sh)
| (_, _, Some (sfs, Done)) =>







where ICCError = IncompatibleClassChangeError
Figure 5.8: Semantics for getstatic instruction
then initialization has already been called and returned without error, so the lookup into
the static heap is completed and the value of the field is placed on the top of the stack. Note
that in this way, Called is akin to the indicator boolean used in the Java-level small-step
semantics, and that this case is the parallel of the final SFAcc case given in Figure 5.6.
If the initialization status flag is not Called, then an initialization check is performed. If
the check passes then lookup is completed as in the previous case. Otherwise, the initializa-
tion status flag is set to Calling D′, signaling to the exec function to perform initialization
on D′ (the class where the field is defined). These cases parallel the initialization check rules
at the Java level, except that the first completes the lookup immediately instead of taking
the extra step to set the indicator.
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SFAssRed:
P ` 〈e, s, b〉 → 〈e′, s′, b′〉
P ` 〈C •s F{D} := e, s, b〉 → 〈C •s F{D} := e′, s′, b′〉
SFAssThrow:
P ` 〈C •s F{D} := (throw e), s, b〉 → 〈throw e, s, b〉
SFAssInitRed:
P ` C has F, Static : t in D 6 ∃sfs . sh D = Some(sfs , Done)
P ` 〈C •s F{D} := (Val v), (h, l, sh), False〉 →
〈INIT D ([D], False) x C •s F{D} := (Val v), (h, l, sh), False〉
Figure 5.9: Rule examples for SFAss
5.4.2 Putstatic and Invokestatic
The Java-level small-step rules for SFAss consist of seven cases: five are the same as the
cases for SFAcc. The other two cases handle the contained subexpression: the first reduces
the subexpression; the second handles this subexpression reducing to an uncaught exception.
Both of these cases and the failed-initialization-check case are given in Figure 5.9. Note that
the subexpression is fully reduced before the error and initialization checks are performed.
The rules for SCall consist of the same seven cases as SFAss.
The are six big-step rules each for SFAss and SCall: the same five as for SFAcc, plus a
case to handle their respective subexpressions reducing to an uncaught exception.
The JVM-level rules for the putstatic and invokestatic instructions are written with
the same cases as getstatic.
5.5 UPDATED RULES
Besides the addition of static instructions and the initialization procedure, some of the
existing instructions must also have their semantics altered in the presence of these changes.
5.5.1 Return
The JVM-level return instruction (which has no Java-level expression equivalent) had
to be updated to perform initialization post-processing for normally-returning class initial-
ization methods. When the initialization frame for a class C (i.e., a frame with current
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RedNew:
new Addr h = Some a P ` C has fields FDTs h′ = h(a 7→ blank P C)
P ` 〈new C, (h, l, sh), True〉 → 〈addr a, (h′, l, sh), False〉
RedNewFail:
new Addr h = None
P ` 〈new C, (h, l, sh), True〉 → 〈THROW OutOfMemory, (h, l, sh), False〉
NewInitDoneRed:
sh C = Some(sfs , Done)
P ` 〈new C, (h, l, sh), False〉 → 〈new C, (h, l, sh), True〉
NewInitRed:
6 ∃sfs . sh C = Some(sfs , Done)
P ` 〈new C, (h, l, sh), False〉 → 〈INIT C ([C], False) x new C, (h, l, sh), False〉
Figure 5.10: Modified Java-level small-step rules for new
method clinit and current class C) performs a return instruction, C’s initialization state is
set to Done. Furthermore, unlike in the case of a regular return, the frame’s method was
not invoked directly by the frame below it, so this lower frame is not changed in any way.
(When a regular frame returns, the arguments passed to that instruction would be removed
from the stack and the program counter would be incremented at this time.)
5.5.2 New
The new expression and instruction must be modified to call the initialization procedure,
since it is one of the triggering instructions. In the original Java-level small-step semantics,
recall from Figure 3.2 that there were two cases: the case where the heap had space, and the
case where it did not. In Figure 5.10, the first two rules are these, except they now require
the indicator boolean to be True (since initialization is checked before heap space is). The
other two rules are the initialization check rules: one where it passes, and the other where
it fails and the initialization procedure is begun on C.
The cases for the updated JVM-level new are the same as at the Java level; like with
SFAcc, the initialization status flag of the frame is checked for Called.
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RedFAccStatic:
h a = Some(C, fs) P ` C has F, Static : t in D
P ` 〈(addr a) • F{D}, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈THROW ICCError, (h, l, sh), b〉
where ICCError = IncompatibleClassChangeError
Figure 5.11: Rule example for updated FAcc
5.5.3 Getfield, Putfield, and Invoke.
The instructions getfield, putfield, and invoke, and their Java-level expression equiv-
alents are also affected by the changes; the new static flag must be checked before the
instruction is performed. This introduces a minor change to the existing rules, plus a new
rule for each that handles the case when the field or method is marked as static.
The instructions getfield, putfield, and invoke, and their Java-level expression equiv-
alents are also affected by the changes; the new static flag must be checked before the
instruction is performed. This introduces a minor change to the existing rules, plus a new
rule for each that handles the case when the field or method is marked as static. In Figure
5.11 gives FAcc’s version of this rule; the added rules for FAss and Call are comparable.
5.5.4 Initial State of Execution
Section 3.2.1 describes Jinja JVM’s defined initial state based on the initial method. In
JinjaDCI, the initial state of execution is updated to add an artificial class Start to the
program, whose start m method is always used as the initial method. Given C’s M as
an intended initial method, the Start class has superclass Object, no fields, and only two
methods: clinit, which does nothing but return, and start m, which calls C’s M as a
static method taking no arguments.
By starting execution by calling Start’s start m method instead of C’s M , the execution
function gets the opportunity to run the class initialization procedure on C (the initial class)
before creation of M ’s initial frame. In the actual JVM, the initialization procedure is always
run over the initial class before execution begins; this approach achieves the same result by
adding an artificial layer (the Start class).
Thus the initial program for class P given initial class C and initial method M , written
start prog P C M , is P with an added Start class whose initial method is designed to
call C’s M . The initial state contains the initial heap, the initial static heap (which marks
Start as Done), andStart’s initial method’s initial frame. This initial frame has the same
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pieces as in Jinja’s JVM, with the additional of the initialization call status No ics.
5.6 TYPING AND WELL-FORMEDNESS
5.6.1 Heap Conformance
Updating the type safety proofs required modifying heap conformance (described in Sec-
tion 3.3.1) to only require type-correct values for NonStatic fields, as Static field values
are stored in the static heap. This update is actually made to object conformance, as this
is where the requirement on field values is given. The updated definition follows.
Definition 5.1 (JinjaDCI Object Conformance: oconf). An object obj of class C is object
conforming under program P and heap h, written P, h ` obj
√
, when, for each NonStatic
field F of type T had by C or any of its superclasses as defined in P , obj’s field value for F
has a value of type T under program P and heap h.
The correct typing of static fields is then addressed in the new static heap conformance.
Unlike heap conformance, which is based on conformance of each object on the heap, static
heap conformance is based on conformance of each initialized class through the following
definition.
Definition 5.2 (Static Object Conformance: soconf). A static field function sfs is static
object conforming under program P , heap h, and class C, written P, h, C `s sfs
√
, when,
for each Static field F of type T had by C as defined in P ,5 sfs F ’s maps to a field value of
type T under program P and heap h.
Static heap conformance requires that every prepared static object in sh has a type-correct
value for all of its class-defined static fields.
Definition 5.3 (Static Heap Conformance: shconf). A static heap sh is static heap con-
forming under program P and heap h, written P, h `s sh
√
, when P, h, C `s sfs
√
for each
class C that has a static field function sfs and an init state value in sh.
5.6.2 Java level
Definitions of Well-Typed and Well-Formed The Java-level definitions for well-typed
expressions, weak-well-formed programs, and well-formed programs (described in Section
5Note this does not include static field defined by C’s superclasses.
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JinjaDCI WTFAcc:
P,E ` e :: Class C P ` C sees F, NonStatic : t in D
P,E ` e • F{D} :: T
JinjaDCI WTSFAcc:
P ` C sees F, Static : t in D
P,E ` C •s F{D} :: T
Figure 5.12: Updated WT rule for FAcc and added rule for SFAcc
3.3.2) were all updated to reflect new requirements imposed by the addition of static expres-
sions and dynamic class initialization.
Updating WT involved updating what it meant for nonstatic field access, field assignment,
and method calls to be well-typed. Recall from Figure 3.5 that previously, these rules found
the type Class C of the calling expression, then looked up the relevant field or method
in C to determine the type of the field or the return type of the method called. With the
addition of statics, these look-ups had to be updated to be of NonStatic fields and methods.
Additionally, rules had to be added for the static expressions; these rules were similar to
their nonstatic counterparts. See Figure 5.12 for the old and updated rule for field access,
and the added rule for static field access. Note that INIT and RI expressions do not have
well-typing rules under WT, as they should never show up in method bodies, only at run-time.
WTrt and WTrt’ were updated and had rules added in a similar manner, except that they
also allow INIT and RI expressions. These rules are given in Figure 5.13. INIT is well-typed
to its set-aside subexpression’s type if this subexpression is free of INIT/RI subexpressions
and all its listed classes are distinct, marked as Processing, and form an ordered list of su-
perclasses. RI is well-typed to its set-aside subexpression’s type if this subexpression is free
of INIT/RI subexpressions, all its listed classes (plus C) are distinct, marked as Processing,
form an ordered list of superclasses, and are not being initialized in the executing subex-
pression e, e is well-typed, and C is marked either as Processing or Error (if e is the
appropriate error).
The only change made to wf prog in JinjaDCI is an added requirement to the definition
of well-formed classes. In JinjaDCI, this definition is expanded with one further condition:
they must declare a correctly-typed, correctly-named class initialization method.
Definition 5.4 (JinjaDCI General Class Well-Formedness: wf cdecl). In addition to the
requirements given for general class well-formedness in Jinja (Definition 3.3), in JinjaDCI a
class must also have a method named clinit that is Static, takes no arguments, and has
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WTrtInit:
P,E, h, sh ` e : T ∀C ′ ∈ set (C#Cs). is class P C ′
¬sub RI e ∀C ′ ∈ set (tl Cs). ∃sfs . sh C ′ = b(sfs , Processing)c
b→ (∀C ′ ∈ set Cs. ∃sfs . sh C ′ = b(sfs , Processing)c)
distinct Cs supercls lst P Cs
P,E, h, sh ` INIT C (Cs , b)← e : T
WTrtRI:
P,E, h, sh ` e : T
P,E, h, sh ` e′ : T ′ ∀C ′ ∈ set (C#Cs). is class P C ′ ¬sub RI e
∀C ′ ∈ set (C#Cs). not init C ′ e ∀C ′ ∈ set Cs . ∃sfs . sh C ′ = b(sfs , Processing)c
∃sfs . sh C = b(sfs , Processing)c ∨ (sh C = b(sfs , Error)c ∧ e = THROW NCDFError)
distinct (C#Cs) supercls lst P (C#Cs)
P,E, h, sh ` RI(C, e);Cs← e′ : T ′
where NCDFError = NoClassDefFoundError
Figure 5.13: Added rules to WTrt for INIT and RI
return type Void.
The existence of the method clinit is necessary because the added initialization appara-
tus expects the existence of such a method so it may be called during initialization. The type
of this method is necessary in order to maintain type safety, as no arguments are passed to or
received from clinit during initialization. These requirements are completely in line with
the Java specification, as it requires that all classes have an initialization method with this
name and type; during normal Java compilation these methods are derived automatically
from static blocks and initial value assignments to static fields inside each class definition.
The requirements for weak-well-formedness and well-formedness of J programs were also
updated in JinjaDCI.
Definition 5.5 (JinjaDCI Method Weak-Well-Formedness and Well-Formedness: wwf J -
mdecl and wf J mdecl). In addition to the requirements given for weak-well-formedness and
well-formedness given in Jinja (Definitions 3.5 and 3.6):
1. if the method is Static, then this is no longer required to be definitely assigned, and
is not added to the list of allowed free variables in the body or outside of local variable
scope, and
2. the method’s body does not contain any INIT or RI subexpressions.6
6This second requirement is not strictly necessary in the case of (non-weak) well-formedness, as it follows
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Note that the first requirement is a modification of Jinja’s requirements: Static methods
do not have a this variable (as this is a pointer to the calling object, which does not exist in
the case of Static methods), so their arguments technically do not need to avoid the name,
and this is no longer allowed as an otherwise-undeclared variable name.
Additional Conformance Properties In addition to the well-formedness properties de-
fined in Section 3.3.2 and updated above, JinjaDCI’s Java requires a couple of additional
conformance properties for the extension of Jinja’s major results.
The first of these is expression initialization conformance, an expression conformance
property under a static heap that checks that initialization is only occurring in allowed
subexpressions and that initialization is occurring with properly set initialization flags.
Definition 5.6 (Expression Initialization Conformance: iconf). Expression e is initializa-
tion conforming under static heap sh, written iconf sh e, when:
1. INIT and RI expressions are only present as the currently computing subexpression,7
its currently computing subexpression, and so on, as applied inductively,8 and
2. for any subexpression INIT C (Cs , b) ← e′: if Cs is empty then C is Processing or
Done in sh; otherwise, last Cs = C.
The second is expression indicator-boolean conformance, an expression conformance prop-
erty under an indicator boolean that checks that the indicator boolean is only True in the
few instances created by the semantics for the purpose of indicating a just-completed ini-
tialization.
Definition 5.7 (Expression Indicator-Boolean Conformance: bconf). Expression e is indi-
cator-boolean conforming under program P and static heap sh relative to boolean b, written
P, sh `b (e, b)
√
, when, if b is True, then the sub-most currently-evaluating subexpression9 is
one that is allowed to call initialization on a class C,10 and C is either Processing or Done
in sh.
J1 In JinjaDCI, well-typing of J1 expressons (WT1) and well-formedness of methods (wf -
from the requirement that the body be (non-runtime) well-typed.
7The order of evaluation of Jinja(DCI) expressions is deterministic, so for any expression the subexpression
that will be evaluated next is always unique.
8So, for example, if e is RI (C, e0);Cs ← e′, INIT and RI are allowed inside the subexpression e0, but only
as e0’s currently computing subexpression e1, or as e1’s currently computing subexpression e2, or... and so
on.
9This is the currently computing subexpression without any smaller subexpressions.
10Expressions allowed to call initialization are new, static field access and assignment, and static method
calls. In the case of each, there is a unique class whose initialization can be called.
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J1 mdecl) are extended in the same ways that WT and wf J mdecl were. Additionally,
JinjaDCI defines runtime well-typedness (WTrt1), which was not present in Jinja, for use in
the proof of compilation correctness from J1 to JVM.11 Its definition follows fairly directly
from WTrt and WT1.
5.6.3 JVM level
JVM-level well-typing is described in Section 3.3.3.
In JinjaDCI, instruction well-typing (wt instr) is updated to include rules for the newly
added (static) instructions. Get, Put, and Invoke requirements are also updated to require
that their referenced fields and methods are NonStatic. Finally, the New instruction’s list
of possible thrown errors is updated to allow any error type, as its execution may result in
running class initialization, which may throw any kind of error.
wt method is updated to require that its initial local variables type list have a top type
for the calling object only in the NonStatic case.
Frame and state well-formedness also had to be updated in light of the addition of initial-
ization.
In JinjaDCI, JVM frames gained an extra piece, the initialization call status (ICS). A
conforming frame (conf f in JinjaDCI must additionally have an ICS that is valid relative
to the rest of the frame (valid ics, Definition 5.8). If an ICS is valid, then that means that
it is allowed relative to current state of its frame.
Definition 5.8 (Valid Initialization Call Status: valid ics). An initialization call status
ics is valid under a program P , heap h, and static heap sh relative to a current class C,
current method M , and current method instruction index pc when:
1. if ics is Calling C ′ Cs , then C ′ is a class and the current instruction, as derived from
P , C, M , and pc, is one that may call initialization on the last class in C ′#Cs ;
2. if ics is Throwing Cs a, then the current instruction is one that may call initialization
on some class, and a points to some object on the heap;
3. if ics is Called Cs , then the current instruction is one that may call initialization on
a class C1, where C1 is non-None on sh;
4. otherwise (if ics is No ics), ics is valid.
11This definition is important because it allows typing of INIT and RI expressions, which WT1 does not.
See Section 6.4.2 for more details about this proof.
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Conformance of a frame stack is additionally updated to allow frames to have been created
by an initialization call or Invokestatic (rather than just an Invoke instruction).
Definition 5.9 (JinjaDCI Frame Stack Conformance: conf fs). In addition to what was al-
lowed for JVM frame stack conformance (Definition 3.12) for the creation of non-initialization
frames, non-initialization frames may have been created via an Invokestatic instruction,
and initialization frames must have been created via a Called Cs initialization call status
in the frame below.
A well-formed state (correct state in JinjaDCI must additionally have a conforming
static heap (shconf, Definition 5.3), and a frame stack whose calls to class initialization
methods are conforming (conf clinit, Definition 5.10).
Definition 5.10 (Class Initialization Call Conformance: conf clinit). A frame stack is
clinit conforming under program P and static heap sh when each frame with current
method clinit has a unique current class, where that class exists in P and is Processing
in sh.
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CHAPTER 6: JINJADCI PROOFS
This chapter describes JinjaDCI’s updates to Jinja’s major results: the equivalence of
Java-level big- and small-step semantics, Java- and JVM-level type safety, correctness of
compilation from the Java level to the JVM level, and preservation of well-formedness under
that compiler. It will also give a few supporting results. The first of these is the preser-
vation of JinjaDCI’s newly defined conformance properties under the Java level small-step
semantics.
6.1 PRESERVATION OF NEW CONFORMANCE PROPERTIES
Each of the new properties shconf, iconf, and bconf described in Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2
is preserved under single and multiple steps of JinjaDCI’s Java-level small-step semantics
under reasonable conditions, as stated below.
Static heap conformance preservation over a single step of execution requires that the
expression being evaluated is well-typed in the current context, as ill-typed expressions may
assign incorrectly-typed values to fields in the static heap. (This requirement is also necessary
for heap conformance preservation for the same reason.) Multiple steps also requires iconf
sh e, as this is required in order to preserve the well-typing requirement, as will be discussed
in Section 6.3.1. P must also be a well-formed program for the same reason.
Lemma 6.1 (Static Heap Conformance Preservation).
1. Single small step: if P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, P,E, h, sh ` e : T ,
and P, h `s sh
√
, then P, h′ `s sh′
√
.1
2. Multiple small steps: if P is a well-formed J program, P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 →∗
〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, P,E, h, sh ` e : T , iconf sh e, and P, h `s sh
√
, then P, h′ `s sh′
√
.
Expression initialization conformance preservation requires the program being executed
in be weak-well-formed. This is to guarantee that any subexpressions introduced through
method calls do not initially contain any INIT or RI subexpressions (as method bodies in a
weak-well-formed J program will not). Recall that iconf is a check that these expressions
never occur outside of the main computational branch; it is thus imperative that method
calls do not introduce them.
1That is, roughly, if static heap sh updates to sh′ under a single step of execution of expression e in
small-step J under program P , e is well-typed in that context and some type environment, and sh conforms
under P and the initial heap h, then sh′ conforms under P and the updated heap h′.
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Lemma 6.2 (Expression Initialization Conformance Preservation).
1. Single small step: if P is a weak-well-formed J program, P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 →
〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, and iconf sh e, then iconf sh′ e′.
2. Multiple small steps: if P is a weak-well-formed J program, P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 →∗
〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, and iconf sh e, then iconf sh′ e′.
Expression indicator-boolean conformance preservation requires iconf sh e because this
guarantees that a class is marked as Processing or Done when it returns from initialization
(and thus that the indicator boolean set by the rule RedInit, as seen in Figure 5.3, is
conforming).
Lemma 6.3 (Expression Indicator-Boolean Conformance Preservation).
1. Single small step: if P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 → 〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, iconf sh e, and
P, sh `b (e, b)
√
, then P, sh′ `b (e′, b′)
√
.
2. Multiple small steps: if P is a weak-well-formed J program, P ` 〈e, (h, l, sh), b〉 →∗
〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′), b′〉, iconf sh e, and P, sh `b (e, b)
√
, then P, sh′ `b (e′, b′)
√
.
6.2 JAVA-LEVEL BIG-STEP AND SMALL-STEP SEMANTIC EQUIVALENCE
The Jinja framework included a proof of the equivalence of the Java-level big- and small-
step semantics. Extending this result to the updated semantics required a large amount
of theory related to initialization expressions especially, as they work fairly differently from
other types of expressions. Also, due to the addition of initialization and the slight difference
between the state types used by big- and small-step, the statement of this proof required
some additional hypotheses: Small-step simulates big-step if the initial expression is iconf,
the starting indicator boolean is bconf, and the ending indicator boolean is False. Big-
step simulates small-step if the initial expression is iconf and bconf.2 These conditions
are necessary because invalid initialization expressions do not have the same behavior in
small-step and big-step, and the small-step indicator boolean is meant to preserve context
that must be present in order for behavior to be the same. (Big-step semantics in general
inherently preserve this kind of context.)
The original Jinja theorem putting the two simulations together into equivalence requires
that the expression reached by multiple small steps is final. In Jinja, these expressions are
2Extending back one small step only requires bconf, but as stated in Lemma 6.3, iconf is necessary for
bconf preservation, which is needed when extending to multiple steps.
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values (Val v) and thrown addresses (throw a), the only types of well-typed expressions that
are completely evaluated. This is necessary as big step semantics always complete execution,
so if it completes there will be a unique, completely evaluated final expression, whereas small
step semantics can stop in the middle of execution, so it must be specified that execution
has continued to completion in order to have a matching result.
Theorem 6.1 (Jinja J Big- and Small-Step Semantic Equivalence). If P is a weak-well-
formed J program, then P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈e′, s′〉 = (P ` 〈e, s〉 →∗ 〈e′, s′〉 ∧ final e′).
JinjaDCI’s updated theorem additionally requires iconf and bconf, inherited from big-
simulates-small. In the below, shp applied to J state s returns s’s static heap.
Theorem 6.2 (JinjaDCI J Big- and Small-Step Semantic Equivalence). If P is a weak-well-
formed J program, iconf (shp s) e.3, and P, shp s `b (e, b)
√
, then P ` 〈e, s〉 ⇒ 〈e′, s′〉 =
(P ` 〈e, s〉 →∗ 〈e′, s′〉 ∧ final e′)
6.3 TYPE SAFETY
Jinja proves the type safety of both its Java-level and its JVM semantics. Type safety is
the degree to which type errors are prevented during execution of well-formed code.
6.3.1 Java-Level Type Safety
Type safety in this context means that starting with a well-formed state in a well-formed
program with a well-typed expression guarantees that the result of any amount of execution
is correctly typed (Subject Reduction), and execution will never get stuck (Progress). Both
are proved over J’s small-step semantics.
Theorem 6.3 promises the preservation of a well-formed expression configuration, written
as P,E, s ` e : T
√
, which is shorthand for a well-formed state (P,E ` s
√
) and well-typed
expression (P,E, hp s ` e : T ). It also guarantees that the expression type will not change
except to potentially become more specific.
Theorem 6.3 (Jinja J Subject Reduction). If P is a well-formed J program, P ` 〈e, s〉 →∗
〈e′, s′〉, and P,E, s ` e : T
√
, then there exists a type T ′ such that P,E, s′ ` e′ : T ′
√
and
P ` T ′ ≤ T .4
3This requirement can be replaced with P,E ` e :: T , as e being (non-runtime) well-typed implies iconf.
4This notation means T ′ is a subtype of T in P .
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Recall that in Jinja, the final expressions are values and thrown addresses, and meant to
be those that are well-typed and completely evaluated. Theorem 6.4 guarantees that this
characterization is correct: that any other kind of expression than these that is well-typed
and whose variables are all used only in scope will successfully evaluate via the small-step J
semantics under a well-formed J program. This promise is the guarantee that J’s small-step
execution will never get stuck.
Theorem 6.4 (Jinja J Progress). If P is a well-formed J program, P,E, s ` e : T
√
,
D e bdom(lcl s)c,5 and e is not a final expression, then there exist an expression e′ and a
state s′ such that P ` 〈e, s〉 → 〈e′, s′〉.
The two results given above combine to give Corollary 6.1, type safety: subject reduction
guarantees the well-formed expression configuration progress requires at every step and that
the final type of a value is a subtype of the original expression’s, and progress guarantees
that once evaluation is complete, the expression reached is final. Note that the typing being
preserved in non-runtime; this is possible from the previous results because non-runtime well-
typing implies runtime well-typing, and runtime well-typed final expressions are non-runtime
well-typed.
Corollary 6.1 (Jinja J Type Safety). If P is a well-formed J program, P,E ` s
√
, P,E `
e :: T , D e bdom(lcl s)c, P ` 〈e, s〉 →∗ 〈e′, s′〉, and ¬(∃e′′ s′′. P ` 〈e′, s′〉 → 〈e′′, s′′〉), then
either there exists a v such that e′ = Val v and P, hp s′ ` v :≤ T ) or there exists an a such
that e′ = Throw a′ and a ∈ dom(hp s′)).
The equivalence of the big- and small-step semantics explained in section 6.2 means that
big-step is also type safe.
These theorem statements and proofs were updated in JinjaDCI.
A well-formed expression configuration – what subject reduction promises is preserved –
has been updated to include initialization conformance (iconf (shp s) e). Excepting this
addition, recall that the definition of a well-formed state is updated to include conformance
of the static heap (Section 5.6.1). The addition of initialization conformance is in order to
preserve this property, as required by Lemma 6.1.
Theorem 6.5 (JinjaDCI J Subject Reduction). If P is a well-formed J program, P `
5This means that all the free variables in e are only used within scope, using the definite assignment
predicate D, where lcl applied to state s returns s’s local variable assignment function and dom returns the
domain of a function. bdom(lcl s)c seeds the definite assignment function with s’s defined local variables,
allowing them to be used without further definition. Variables being used only in scope means that either
they are already defined in the state’s local variable function, or they are defined before use.
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〈e, s, b〉 →∗ 〈e′, s′, b′〉, and P,E, s ` e : T
√
, then there exists a type T ′ such that P,E, s′ `
e′ : T ′
√
and P ` T ′ ≤ T .6
Progress now requires that e is indicator-boolean conforming relative to b. This is because
a static field access or field assignment expression can get stuck if the indicator-boolean is
True when the class is not actually initialized and does not have its static object yet.
Theorem 6.6 (JinjaDCI J Progress). If P is a well-formed J program, P,E, s ` e : T
√
,
D e bdom(lcl s)c, P, shp s `b (e, b)
√
, and e is not a final expression, then there exist an
expression e′ and a state s′ such that P ` 〈e, s, b〉 → 〈e′, s′, b′〉.
Type safety now requires e to be both initialization conforming and indicator-boolean
conforming, inherited from subject reduction and progress, respectively. Initialization con-
formance also guarantee the preservation of both of these over multiple steps (Lemmas 6.2
and 6.3).
Corollary 6.2 (JinjaDCI J Type Safety). If P is a well-formed J program, P,E ` s
√
,
P,E ` e :: T , D e bdom(lcl s)c, iconf (shp s) e, P, (shp s) `b (e, b)
√
, P ` 〈e, s, b〉 →∗
〈e′, s′, b′〉, and ¬(∃e′′ s′′ b′′. P ` 〈e′, s′, b′〉 → 〈e′′, s′′, b′′〉), then either there exists a v such
that e′ = Val v and P, hp s′ ` v :≤ T or there exists an a such that e′ = Throw a′ and
a ∈ dom(hp s′).
6.3.2 JVM-Level Type Safety
For JinjaDCI’s JVM, type safety means that starting with a well-formed state in a well-
formed program guarantees only progressing to well-formed states (Theorem 6.7) and never
encountering a type error (Theorem 6.8).
Theorem 6.7 (Jinja JVM Type Safe). If P is a well-formed JVM program under program




In Jinja, a type error is defined to occur when the current instruction will try to use fields,
methods, objects on the stack, or local variables that are not correctly typed or are outside
the length of the stack or local variable list, or is being applied to an ill-typed argument
(such as new C where C is not a class, or push v where v is not an address). Any state
meeting any of these conditions fails the type error check.
6This notation means T ′ is a subtype of T in P .
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In Theorem 6.8, execution is performed by a “defensive” version of Jinja’s JVM execution
(denoted with jvmd in place of jvm), that executes over a type made of the TypeError
constructor, and state wrapper Normal. Execution runs as before on states inside the Normal
constructor, except that if this state ever fails the previously describes type error check,
execution steps to TypeError and does not proceed further.
Theorem 6.8 (Jinja JVM No Type Errors). If P is a well-formed program under some pro-
gram type Φ, P ` C seesM : []→ T = b in C, and P ` Normal(start state P C M) jvmd−−−→
σ′, then σ′ 6= TypeError.
In JinjaDCI, these theorems have some added hypotheses to account for the structure
required by dynamic class initialization.
Most of the type safety theorem’s additional requirements are so that the program being
used to execute the initial state is well-formed. Recall the updated initial state of execution
as described in Section 5.5.4, and that this means that the program used to execute the
initial state is updated with start prog, which adds a class Start to P . Because a well-
formed program need distinct class names, this means that P cannot already have a Start
class. The addition of this class also means that the program type used to type P must
also correctly type the Start class; this means correctly typing its two methods. Finally,
Object must have a matching type for any start m method because it is Start’s superclass,
and thus all of Start’s methods must have types that match any it can access in Object.
There is no additional requirement on Object’s clinit method because all clinit methods
already have the required type in a well-formed program.
The other added requirement, that the initial method M cannot be clinit, is necessary
because class initialization methods cannot be called directly.7
Theorem 6.9 (JinjaDCI JVM Type Safe). If P is a well-formed JVM program under
program type Φ, P ` C seesM, Static : []→ Void = m in C, Start is not a class in P , Φ′
is a program type updated from Φ to give method type start Φm to Start’s start m and
clinit methods, any start m method defined by Object is Static, takes no arguments,
and returns Void, M 6= clinit, and start prog P C M ` start state P jvm−−→ σ, then
start prog P C M,Φ′ ` σ
√
.
The no-type-errors theorem has the same added requirements with the same reasoning.
7In JinjaDCI, the invocation of a class initialization method is an initialization instruction only allowed in
the context of initialization. This is inline with the actual JVM, where clinit methods may not be invoked
directly.
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Theorem 6.10 (JinjaDCI JVM No Type Errors). If P is a well-formed program under some
program type Φ, P ` C sees M, Static : []→ Void = b in C, Start is not a class in P , Φ′
is a program type updated from Φ to give method type start Φm to Start’s start m and
clinit methods, any start m method defined by Object is Static, takes no arguments, and
returns Void, M 6= clinit, and start prog P C M ` Normal(start state P ) jvmd−−−→ σ′,
then σ′ 6= TypeError.
6.4 COMPILATION
Part of the contribution of Jinja was a compiler from the Java-level syntax to the JVM-
level syntax, complete with a proof of correctness showing that the JVM code would simulate
the Java code. They additionally proved that this compiler preserves well-formedness. In
JinjaDCI, this compiler is extended to include the new static expressions, and the proofs
are updated to show that the JVM semantics continues to simulate the Java semantics and
that well-formedness is still preserved.
6.4.1 Compiler from J to J1
Recall from Section 3.3.2 that Jinja defines syntax and semantics for an intermediate J1,
which replaces local variable names with indices, in the manner of the JVM, to be used as an
intermediate step during compilation: J is compiled to J1, which is then compiled to JVM.
Since J1 handles local variables in the same way as JVM byte code does, this intermediate
step makes the compilation to JVM much more straightforward.
The compilation function from J to J1 replaces variable names with numbers in a fashion
that maintains the relationship between variables and their values. As none of the expressions
added to JinjaDCI add or remove any variables to or from scope, extending this compilation
to include the new syntax is straightforward.
The compilation of methods does require a small change to account for the fact that
nonstatic methods include the this pointer in their list of arguments, whereas static methods
do not.
Since J and J1 have nearly identical semantics, extending J1’s semantics was straightfor-
ward.
The J to J1 compilation functions are compE1 for compiling expressions, and compP1 for
programs.
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6.4.2 Compiler from J1 to JVM
J1 and JVM are naturally more dissimilar than J and J1, but compilation from one to
the other is nearly as straightforward: expressions are compiled into lists of instructions in a
fairly intuitive manner. For the most part, the subexpressions’ compilations come first (in the
order of operations), followed by the instruction corresponding to the overall expression. For
example, e•F{D} is compiled to compE2 e@[Getfield F D], where compE2 is the expression
compilation function from J1 to JVM. (compP2 is the program compilation function from J1
to JVM.)
Ultimately, the static instructions added to JinjaDCI are compiled in much the same way
as their nonstatic counterparts. The runtime-only initialization expressions INIT and RI
compile to empty lists: as these expressions are only introduced during execution, and are
never inside the bodies of methods, they do not need to be compiled. Furthermore, recall
they do not have JVM-level instruction counterparts to be compiled into, as JVM handles
execution via the exec function and frame stack rather than through modification of the
working instruction list (so initialization is handled via frame flags rather than modification
of the instruction list).
6.4.3 Compiler Behavioral Correctness
The updates to the proof of the correctness of the compilation from J to J1 follow fairly
directly from the existing proof. As there are no behavioral changes between the new and
updated rules between J and J1, these updates followed generally the same format as the
existing proof. Below just the updated version of this result is given, as the only change to
its statement is the addition of static heaps to all states.
In the below, the function fin1 turns a final J expression into the corresponding J1
expression.
Lemma 6.4 (J to J1 Compiler Correctness). If P is a weak-well-formed J program, P `
〈e, (h, l, sh)〉 ⇒ 〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′)〉, all free variables in e assigned values in l have values that
exist in ls, and the number of variables in scope at any time in e is always at most the
size of ls, then there exists an ls′ such that compP1 P `1 〈compE1 V s e, (h, ls, sh)〉 ⇒
〈fin1 e′, (h′, ls′, sh′)〉.8
The proof of the correctness of the J1 to JVM compilation required much larger changes
then that from J to J1.
8This result also guarantees that all free variables in e assigned values in l′ have values that exist in ls′,
but only for use in the proof as an inductive hypothesis.
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The original compilation proog was done by induction, using an inductive hypothesis that
describes what is expected to occur as the result of running a J1 expression e to completion as
compared to running instructions that compile from that expression, where those instructions
appear as a consecutive sublist inside the instruction list of a method. In particular, if the
final result of executing e is a value, this value will be on the top of the stack, the pc should
be progressed to just past the compilation of e, and the heap and local variables should be
updated as in J1. If the final result of e is a thrown exception, then the JVM should not
have caught it, but instead be handling it.
This inductive hypothesis had to be updated for JinjaDCI to account for the behavior
of initialization expressions and invocation of class initialization methods, as these do not
compile to instruction lists. Instead, the JVM models their behavior through frame flags.
The new inductive hypothesis is defined in a way that depends on the type of expression
being simulated.
The updated inductive hypothesis is quite complicated, but the changes largely amount
to this: the frames that will simulate the behavior of initialization expressions are different
in form from those needed by regular expressions. Further, running these frames would also
have a different effect on the existing frame stack. For example, the J1 expression INIT
C ′#Cs (Nil, True) ← e′ is simulated by a frame with the initialization call status Called
(C ′#Cs), and the result after execution is a frame with an initialization call status of Called
[], with no updates to the frame’s stack. Initialization expressions also have runtime well-
typing requirements, which guarantees that they are being simulated in a state where the
classes being initialized are correctly marked as Processing, among other things necessary
for correct simulation.
Ultimately, this updated inductive hypothesis is an invariant, as necessary, while main-
taining almost the same requirements over non-initialization expressions: the only added
general requirement is that the J1 program be well-formed. The program must be well-
formed in order to guarantee that every class contains a correctly-typed class initialization
method and to provide some necessary guarantees about how a class’s static flag will not
change while its initialization method is executing.
The inductive proofs described above over expressions in general are used to show that a
well-formed method body (recall that is J and J1 a method body is an expression) that can
evaluate in J1 evaluates in the same way when compiled into the JVM.
In the below, the exception function uses a J1 expression do determine a JVM exception
flag (Some a if the expression is throw a; None otherwise).
Lemma 6.5 (Jinja J1 to JVM Compiler Correctness). If P1 ` C sees M : Ts → T =
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body in C and P1 `1 〈body, (h, ls)〉 ⇒ 〈e′, (h′, ls′)〉, then compP2 P1 ` (None, h, [([], ls, C,M,
0)])
jvm−−→ (exception e′, h′, []).
The JinjaDCI has a few added requirements: that the program P1 be well-formed, that
the method being executed in not clinit, and that the initial frame initialization call status
is No ics. P ’s well-formedness is inherited from the inductive proof described above. The
simulated method may not be clinit for a similar reason as in the JVM-level type safety
theorems (Section 6.3.2): execution in the JVM cannot safely start from the invocation of
a class initialization method. Finally, the initial frame’s initialization call status must be
No ics because to be anything else would be to indicate an ongoing initialization procedure,
which is not what is happening in J1’s initial state and thus would not correctly simulate
J1.
Lemma 6.6 (JinjaDCI J1 to JVM Compiler Correctness). If P1 is a well-formed J1 program,
P1 ` C sees M, b : Ts → T = body in C, P1 `1 〈body, (h, ls, sh)〉 ⇒ 〈e′, (h′, ls′, sh′)〉, and
M 6= clinit, then compP2 P1 ` (None, h, [([], ls, C,M, 0, No ics)], sh)
jvm−−→ (exception e′, h′,
[], sh′).
Finally, the behavioral correctness of compilation from J to J1 and J1 to JVM can be put
together to get correctness of compilation from J to JVM. J2JVM is the J to JVM program
compilation function.
Theorem 6.11 (Jinja J to JVM Compiler Correctness). If P is a weak-well-formed J pro-
gram, P ` C sees M : Ts → T = (pns, body) in C, P ` 〈body, (h, [this#pns[ 7→]vs])〉 ⇒
〈e′, (h′, l′)〉, size vs = size pns + 1, and size rest = max vars body, then J2JVM P `
(None, h, [([], vs@rest, C,M, 0)])
jvm−−→ (exception e′, h′, []).
In JinjaDCI, the cases of compiling Static versus NonStatic methods must be handled
separately, the differences being whether there is a this pointer added to the front of the
local variable list or not, and that if the compiled method is Static, then it cannot be
clinit. Otherwise, P ’s well-formedness requirement is inherited from Lemma 6.6.
Theorem 6.12 (JinjaDCI J to JVM Compiler Correctness).
• NonStatic: If P is a well-formed J program, P ` C sees M, NonStatic : Ts → T =
(pns, body) in C, P ` 〈body, (h, [this#pns[ 7→]vs], sh)〉 ⇒ 〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′)〉, size vs =
size pns+1, and size rest = max vars body, then J2JVM P ` (None, h, [([], vs@rest, C,
M, 0)], sh)
jvm−−→ (exception e′, h′, [], sh′).
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• Static: If P is a well-formed J program, P ` C sees M, Static : Ts → T =
(pns, body) in C, P ` 〈body, (h, [pns[ 7→]vs], sh)〉 ⇒ 〈e′, (h′, l′, sh′)〉, size vs = size pns,
size rest = max vars body, andM 6= clinit, then J2JVM P ` (None, h, [([], vs@rest, C,
M, 0)], sh)
jvm−−→ (exception e′, h′, [], sh′).
6.4.4 Preservation of Well-Formedness
Jinja also proves that its J to JVM compiler preserves well-formedness. This proof is
updated in JinjaDCI. As initialization expressions get compiled away, static instructions
were the main addition. This was therefore a largely straightforward extension once all well-
typing definitions were updated appropriately (as described in Section 5.6). This theorem,
along with type safety, increases confidence in these updated type systems.
Theorem 6.13 (Well-Formedness Preservation Under Compilation: J to JVM). If P is
a well-formed J program that compiles to P ′ under J2JVM, then P ′ is a well-formed JVM
program.
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CHAPTER 7: CLASSES-TOUCHED COLLECTION FUNCTIONS
This chapter describes the collection functions used by the RTS algorithms whose safety
is considered in Chapter 10. All of these algorithms collect the names of classes touched
over the course of a test’s execution on a program. Then, when the program is changed,
tests whose touched classes did not change are deselected. Two different general approaches
to this kind of collection are used in this thesis. The gist of each is as follows:
• Naive approach: At each step of execution, collect every class that might affect that
step.
• Smarter approach: At each step of execution, collect only those classes that might
affect that step that – by virtue of the step type – cannot be safely assumed to be
collected during some other step. (That is, use knowledge of contextual guarantees to
collect classes less frequently.)
An algorithm using a naive collection function is easier to prove safe, as it is safe over
each step of execution. Once its safety is proved, it can be used to prove the safety of a
correctly-defined smart collection function by showing it collects the same classes. For this
reason, instances of both will be given, using proof of safety of the first to prove safety of
the second.
7.1 A NAIVE ALGORITHM
The naive approach is to collect, at each step, every class that might change the behavior
of the step. If an object is used, then the algorithm collects the name of the object’s class,
and all its superclasses. For example, if a static method is called, it collects the referenced
class, and all its superclasses. If done sufficiently thoroughly, it is easy to see why this
approach collects enough classes to form the basis of a safe deselection algorithm. Since for
each step the classes that could have changed that step haven’t changed, the behavior of
each step is the same.
Below are given the details of the algorithm. When a class is collected, its superclasses1
are also collected. The collection goes as follows:
1Technically, a class only has one superclass; what is referred to here is the collection of a class’s superclass,
its superclass’s superclass, and so on.
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1. At each step of execution, collect the error classes2 and the current class of each frame
in the frame stack.
2. Additionally, collect based on the initialization call status of the current frame:3
(a) Calling C Cs : collect C
(b) Called (C#Cs): collect C and the class defining C’s clinit method4
(c) Throwing Cs a: collect the class of the object found at address a on the heap
(d) No ics: collect based on the current instruction:
• New C, Getstatic C F D, Putstatic C F D, or Invokestatic C M n:
collect C
• Getfield F C, Putfield F C, Checkcast C, InvokeM n, or Throw: collect
the class of the calling or thrown object, if properly provided;5 otherwise,
collect nothing
• For any other instruction, collect nothing
Note that this algorithm does not depend directly on the behavior of the JVM. While its
behavior runs in parallel to the semantics of the JVM described in Chapter 3, the collection at
each step is only dependent on that step’s initial state. This will be important in Chapter 8,
which describes how this semantics-independent algorithm can be combined smoothly with
a small step semantics in order to give an instrumented semantics.
However, while this approach collects the minimal set of touched classes, it also does so by
collecting the same classes over and over again unnecessarily. This insight leads to a smarter
approach.
7.2 A SMARTER ALGORITHM
The smarter approach recognizes a few things about correct programs:
1. If an object is used, then that means that the object was created by a new instruction.
2In actual Java, this would be any subclasses of the class Error. Jinja and its extensions have the set of
error types hard-coded, with a single instance of each type.
3The possible values of the initialization call status and their meanings are described in Section 5.3.2.
4In practice this latter will also be C; this collection requirement can be avoided with a well-formedness
requirement.
5In the JVM, these instructions all expect an address to an appropriate object to exist in a designated
location on the stack. If the expected object is not present, an error is thrown. Note that if the object
is missing, then no classes are actually touched or affect the outcome of the instruction besides the error’s
class.
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2. Instructions touching classes directly (new and the static instructions) will necessarily
result in that class (and its superclasses) being initialized before the instruction is
resolved.
3. The current class of any frame will be either the initial class or the defining class of that
frame’s current method; in the former case the class was initialized at the beginning
of the current test’s execution;6 in the latter case it will have been touched during the
method call that created the frame.
4. If the initialization call status of a frame is Called (C#Cs), then at some point it was
Calling C Cs .
From these observations it follows that many uses of a class by instructions can actually
guarantee that the class has been used previously, and as such has already been collected.
By not collecting at any point that can make this guarantee, the number of places where
a class must actually be collected is significantly reduced. The result will be collecting
the same set of classes, but each will be collected many fewer times, meaning less added
overhead. The modified collection approach is as follows:
• Collect a class when the class initialization procedure is called on it (that is, a frame
has initialization call status flag Calling C Cs for some Cs)
• On a getstatic, putstatic, or invokestatic instruction:
– If the field/method does not exist, collect the referenced class and all its super-
classes
– If the field/method does exist, collect all classes between the referenced class and
the declaring class (including the referenced class but not the declaring class)
• Collect the names of error classes and their superclasses
Note that when the class initialization procedure is called on a class C, C is collected at
the beginning of the procedure, not C’s class initialization method. (Recall the difference
between the class initialization procedure and a class’s initialization method from Chapter 4:
the former is the steps followed by the JVM that leads to running a class’s initialization
method and that of its superclasses, whereas the latter is an actual method of a class.) This
is necessary because during the procedure, C’s superclass is initialized first (if it has not
6In Java, to run a program (or test) is actually to run a static method of a class. This class is the initial
class, which is initialized before its static method is run.
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been already); if the superclass’s initialization method fails, C’s is never run. However, even
in that case C must be collected because a change to C could include changing the name of
its superclass.
This algorithm is constructed by not collecting anywhere a class is guaranteed to have
been collected by a previous use. Furthermore, each of these previous uses is either still a
collection point or is covered by its own previous use that is still a collection point. Thus it
can be seen that the above collects the same classes as the naive algorithm does. Therefore,
as long as the naive algorithm is safe, this smarter algorithm is as well. These observations
are formally proven in Chapter 10. However, some informal reasoning follows, touching on
each place where the naive algorithm collected classes.
First, the collection of error classes only happens once in this approach instead of during
every step. The naive algorithm only needed to collect these classes at every step because
it was designed in a way that made every individual step clearly safe by itself. For this
algorithm, proving safety necessarily involves confirming that classes were collected at some
point during execution, so collecting once at the start is sufficient. In practice, these classes
would not necessarily need to be collected even then, as they would be initialized. Collecting
these classes up-front is only necessary here as an artifact of the way that Jinja handles the
error classes (by instantiating them up front).
Second, as noted in the above list of observations, each frame’s current class is the class
that declared the method whose execution is being handled by that frame. Other than the
initial frame, each frame is created by an Invoke or Invokestatic instruction. In either
case, the class declaring the invoked method is collected by other cases. The initial frame’s
class is the initial class; this class is initialized before the initial method is executed, and so
is collected at that point.
Third, the Called and Throwing initialization call statuses do not need to collect anything
because the former is covered by collection at Calling (which is guaranteed to have been
the initialization call status in a previous step of execution), and the latter is covered by its
use of an existing object (created by a new instruction).
Finally, when a static instruction runs, the existence of the field or method being used is
checked before the initialization status of the declaring class. Thus if the field or method
cannot be found (“does not exist”), all the classes that might affect that existence must
be collected, since no class initialization procedure will be called. If the field or method is
found, then the initialization procedure is called on the class that declares it. The declaring
class will be collected at the beginning of the procedure as per the previous collection rule, as
will all its superclasses.7 Thus, of the referenced class and its superclasses, only the classes
7Either by being initialized during this procedure call, or during whatever procedure call initialized them
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between the referenced and declaring classes will not be collected via the procedure, and so
must be collected at this point. On the other hand, New C always results in the initialization
of C and its superclasses, so it does not need to collect anything.
No other instructions need to collect any classes at all. This follows from the observations
given at the beginning of this section, as all the other collecting instructions use an object
created by a new instruction (which in turn is preceded by initialization of the relevant
classes).
To sum up, if the name of a class is collected at the beginning of its class initialization
procedure, then the only other times it needs to be collected are when it is able to change
behavior but is not initialized or checked for initialization status. The only places where this
can occur are those where a class is referred to in order to access a field or method declared
by one of its superclasses.
7.2.1 Ekstazi’s Algorithm
In Ekstazi’s algorithm, as in the smarter algorithm, only certain uses trigger collection,
relying on the fact that some uses are necessarily preceded by another use of the class. How-
ever, unlike in the algorithms described above, which are performed via instrumentation of
the semantics of the JVM, Ekstazi’s algorithm adds print statements to the code just before
class uses. The smarter algorithm partially works because the semantics is being instru-
mented rather than the code, meaning it is possible to instrument the class initialization
procedure to collect classes in a way code instrumentation does not allow (as calls to the
class initialization procedure occur dynamically during runtime rather than through instruc-
tions in the code). Thus Ekstazi’s collection function requires a few adjustments from ours
in order to achieve the same effect. These adjustments amount to replacing collecting at
the beginning of initialization with collecting just before any place where the initialization
procedure might be run.
Even assuming instrumentation of the semantics rather than the code, in Ekstazi multiple
tests may be run on the same JVM, meaning that some classes may already be initialized
at the beginning of any particular test. In such cases, it would be necessary to collect in all
places where initialization could be called regardless, as the actual calls would only occur on
classes not already initialized. Running multiple tests in the same JVM does introduce the
problem of state pollution: the values of static fields may be changed by one test and used




Also worth noting are the two places Ekstazi collects that the Jinja approach cannot due
to incompleteness of semantics: reflection invocations and interface invocation. (Neither
are modeled in Jinja or its extensions.) According to the JVM specification, the class
initialization procedure is called upon “invocation of certain reflective methods.” Thus it
is unnecessary to collect at these invocations if collection occurs at the beginning of the
class initialization procedure (as in the smarter algorithm), and necessary to collect there
otherwise (as in Ekstazi). As for interfaces, the invokeinterface instruction does not result
in calling the initialization procedure, so it is necessary to instrument this instruction in a
context with interfaces regardless of semantic or code instrumentation. This addition is left
to future work.8
In summary, this is what Ekstazi’s algorithm should do:
1. Collect the classes touched by the following instructions via print statements added
prior to them:
• new, getstatic, putstatic, invokestatic, invokeinterface instructions
• Invocations of reflective methods
2. Collect all error classes (or rather, treat them all as touched classes for all tests)
Section 10.3 will demonstrate the safety of this approach.
Ekstazi’s actual collection function (as described in [1]) differs mainly in that, instead
of collecting before new and invokestatic instructions or the initialization procedure, it
collects at the beginning of class initialization methods, constructors, and static methods.
These collections are too late, making it not safe. For example, consider the code given in
Figure 7.1. When the test is run with the original code for C, Ekstazi will collect class D, as
its initialization method is run, but not C, as the error thrown by D’s initialization method
ends the program before C’s initialization method or static method M are run. Our smart
algorithm, on the other hand, will collect C when its initialization procedure is called. The
test fails under the original code and succeeds under the changed code, so it should be run
again. However, the only change is to class C, meaning Ekstazi would not rerun the test.
8As interfaces act a great deal like classes that cannot be instantiated, including that they are initialized
in the way classes are, the author does not believe the addition of interfaces would create any problems with
the proofs presented here if handled in the same way. That is, in the smarter algorithm’s collection, an
interface’s name would be collected when the initialization procedure is called on it. In Ekstazi’s algorithm,




public static void main(...){






static { throw e; } //class initialization method
}
class D’{
//class initialization method is empty by default
}
//ORIGINAL DEFINITION FOR CLASS C
//when initialization procedure is called on C, init procedure is called
// on D prior to running C’s init method; D’s init method throws an error,
// so C’s init method never runs
class C extends D{
static void M(){ }
}
//CHANGED DEFINITION FOR CLASS C
//direct superclass is updated; init procedure will now be called on D’
// instead of D, so test completes without error
class C extends D’{
static void M(){ }
}
Figure 7.1: Example of code where Ekstazi does not collect enough
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CHAPTER 8: COLLECTION SEMANTICS
The addition of information collection like that of the class-collecting algorithms described
in Chapter 7 can be modeled by instrumenting a semantics of the relevant language by adding
the collection of relevant information on top of the step’s normal behavior.
One approach to this is to directly modify an existing semantics of the relevant language,
adding an extra piece to the state that keeps track of the information being collected. How-
ever, this direct approach results in a semantics not immediately known (i.e., proven) to
be mathematically equivalent in behavior to the original semantics1 – and if the original
semantics is ever changed, the instrumented semantics would need to be changed, also.
A better approach is to create a function that takes a semantics and a collection function
and produces an instrumented semantics, which will be referred to as a Collection Semantics.
This allows a general theorem about the function showing behavioral equivalence between
the original and instrumented semantics. Then on any input, this equivalence would be
immediate, and any results proved on the former would be instantly applicable to the latter.
Furthermore, any changes to the original semantics would be reflected in the instrumented
semantics without any extra effort.
Such a function is best defined in Isabelle by using a locale, a way to define a collection
of components with a set of axioms on those components. This definition can then be
instantiated, giving instances access to any theory developed from the axioms. Further
details about locales are given in Section 8.2.2.
Once instantiated with the naive and smart algorithms given in Chapter 7, the behavior
of the semantics produced can be evaluated and compared, allowing us to prove their safety
as a mechanism of test deselection.
The CollectionSemantics locale is defined by first defining the Semantics locale as a
base, as described below.
8.1 SEMANTICS LOCALE
First, the below is a general definition for a semantics.
Definition 8.1. A Semantics is a pair:
1Proof of equivalent behavior is required in order to use its consequences. As consequences include a
guarantee that results proven over the instrumented semantics hold over the original, proven equivalence is
essential to the usefulness of the new semantics.
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• a small-step function small that takes a program and a state and returns a set of next
states, and
• a set of end states, endset,
which fulfills the axiom endset final: ∀σ ∈ endset. ∀P. small P σ = {}.
Note that this definition specifies small-step style semantics. This allows the collection
function to be more semantics-agnostic: it will only need to collect based on a state assuming
a single step.
Given a Semantics, a big-step semantics function big is derived from small using endset:
big just applies small to the input until a state in endset is reached, then returns that end
state.
This definition and those in the following sections can be translated into Isabelle as locales
as described in Section 8.2.2.
8.1.1 Running Example: Semantics Instance
The semantics locale can be instantiated with the JVM exec function as small, with
endset as the set of states that have empty frame stacks or an exception flag. Recall that
exec returns no next state on any of the states in this set, satisfying the Semantics axiom
endset final.
8.2 COLLECTIONSEMANTICS LOCALE
Given the Semantics definition, it is then possible to extend to a CollectionSemantics.
Definition 8.2. A CollectionSemantics is a Semantics paired with a three-tuple:
• a collection function collect that takes a program and two states (before and after),
and returns a collection,
• a function combine for combining collections that takes two collections and returns
another, and
• an identity for the combining function, collect id,
where combine is associative and collect id acts as both a left- and right-identity under
combine.
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In the above, a “collection” can by anything from a set to an integer to a file.
The pieces small and collect of a CollectionSemantics are used to define a small-step
instrumented semantics csmall, then extended with endset to an instrumented big-step
semantics cbig. The former simply returns a set of pairs of results returned by applying
small to the input, then applying collect to the input and output. The latter returns
the result of applying csmall to the input as many times as it takes to reach an end state,
using combine to combine the information collected across the steps. Note that the resulting
collection is the identity collect id if no steps are taken. As the states returned by csmall
are the same as those returned by small, the states returned by cbig are also the same as
those returned by big. Then any proven instance of the definition will immediately be able
to use both the derived cbig and the result that its output is the same as the derived big.
8.2.1 Running Example: CollectionSemantics Instances
The instance of Semantics given in Section 8.1.1 can be extended to instances of Collec-
tionSemantics with the naive and smart class collection functions described in Chapter 7.
Since these functions return sets of classes, the components combine and collect id are
the set union operator and the empty set, respectively. It is easy to see that the axioms of
associativity and left- and right-identity hold.
8.2.2 Using Locales
In Isabelle, definitions comprised of a collection of fixed items (“components”) together
with a set of axioms can be given using a locale. Once these components and axioms
are given, theory can be developed that relies on them, including definitions and lemmas.
One might write a definition depending on the components and then prove things about
that definition given the axioms. This approach was used to turn the above definitions of
Semantics and CollectionSemantics into a locale, as well as those definitions given in
Chapter 9.
Locales can be instantiated by giving concrete definitions of the correct types to match its
components, followed by a proof that this instance of the components meets the requirements
mandated by the axioms. Once this has been done, the locale’s theory can be used, including
any derived definitions it contains and any theory developed about them, in addition to any
lemmas proved to follow from the axioms.
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CHAPTER 9: REGRESSION TEST SELECTION
This chapter gives a formal, general definition for RTS algorithms. This definition will
then be combined with CollectionSemantics from Chapter 8 to get a definition for a
collection-based RTS algorithm.
9.1 RTS SAFE LOCALE
The following defines a general regression test selection algorithm that is safe.
Definition 9.1. An RTS safe is a five-tuple:
• set of valid programs progs,
• set of valid tests tests,
• output function out that takes a program and test and returns a set of program
outputs,
• equivalence relation equiv out over pairs of program outputs, and
• deselection relation deselect taking an initial program, program output, and altered
program,
which fulfills the following axioms:
• existence safe: for all P, P ′, t, o1, if P, P ′ ∈ progs, t ∈ tests, o1 ∈ out P t, and
deselect P o1 P ′, then ∃o2 ∈ out P ′ t. equiv out o1 o2,
• equiv out equiv: equiv out is an equivalence relation, and
• equiv out deselect: if equiv out o1 o2 and deselect P o1 P ′, then deselect P o2
P ′.
The sets of valid programs and tests give a scope to the safety axiom: the algorithm is
only required to be safe over these given sets.1 The output function provides some sort of
output given a program and test, such as the output of a semantics for the language, as
1Note that this is desirable rather than scope-reducing because the only programs and tests that are
relevant are those that can be run – those that meet well-formedness conditions that would generally be
enforced by compilers.
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used to run tests with programs.2 The equivalence relation over outputs gives a way to
directly compare outputs to determine whether they count as sufficiently similar results in
the context of safety. The deselection relation is the meat of the algorithm, choosing which
tests not to run based on a pair of programs, plus an output. As given in the safety axiom,
these would be instantiated with the original program, the new program, and the output
of running a test over the original program. Then deselection would be applied to the test
that produced the given output. This function takes a test output instead of a test because
deselection will be based on the achieved output, as there may be more than one.
The safety property used here will be referred to as existence safety. This version of safety
is designed with non-deterministic semantics in mind: if a test may produce more than one
outcome, it only guarantees that if the original output of a test resulted in its deselection,
then there is at least one equivalent outcome under the changed program. Under this
definition, if a flaky test (that is, one that can produce both a passing and failing outcome
under the same program) is deselected, this axiom guarantees it will remain flaky under
the changed program. This definition of safety was chosen for this application because the
algorithms described here are not designed to identify flaky tests to rerun. Thus, this is the
kind of safety promise that is expected and desired here.
The two axioms other than safety require that equiv out is in fact an equivalence relation
over outputs and is fine-grained enough that equivalent outputs are indistinguishable to the
deselect function. When combined, these axioms are sufficient to prove the following:
Lemma 9.1. Safety Transitivity: If a non-empty sequence of programs Ps are all in progs,
test t is in tests, o0 is an output under the first program in Ps and t, and o0 is deselected
under each sequential pair of programs in the sequence, then there is an output under the
final program in Ps and t that is equivalent to o0.
This lemma is a guarantee that after a deselection based on a given output, it is safe to
continue using that output for future deselection decisions until the test is selected again.
This is important because the intention of an RTS algorithm is to not run a deselected test
again until it is selected, meaning that there will be no updated output to use until this
occurs.
As described in Section 8.2.2, RTS safe can be turned into a locale.
2Another example instantiation of the output function is a static analysis of the given program and test.
As the return type of the function is entirely general, even algorithms that do not run the program at all
could instantiate this model.
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9.2 COLLECTIONBASEDRTS LOCALE
Having defined CollectionSemantics (Section 8.2) and RTS safe (Section 9.1), it is
possible to define the combination of the two, CollectionBasedRTS. This gives the general
form of an RTS algorithm that uses information collected during execution to make selection
decisions.
Definition 9.2. A CollectionBasedRTS is a triple of a CollectionSemantics; an RTS safe
whose out returns a set of state-collection pairs; and the pair:
• a function make test prog that takes a program and a test and returns a modified
program that includes the ability to run the test, and
• a function collect start that takes a program and returns a starting collection,
which fulfills the axiom out cbig: ∀P t. ∃σ. out P t = {(σ′, coll′) | ∃coll. (σ′, coll) ∈ cbig
(make test prog P t) σ ∧ coll′ = combine coll (collect start P )}.
While CollectionSemantics’s cbig takes a program and a state, RTS safe’s output
function takes a program and a test as inputs. The former is a general execution function
allowed to start at any point in execution. The latter just runs tests, deriving a start state
for execution from the given test and program. Therefore the latter can be seen as a specific
instance of the former. CollectionBasedRTS’s components and axioms are defined around
formalizing this idea.
The function make test prog takes a program and a test as might be given to out and
returns a program for input into cbig. The function collect start returns a collection
for each program representing the information that should be collected about it up-front.
This represents any information that the RTS algorithm takes into account on the basis of
the program itself, and which the out functions will include without any step needing to
generate it.
The axiom formalizes the above expectations of the relationships between out, cbig,
make start prog, and collect start. For every program-test pairing, there exists a state
σ such that the outputs of out and cbig are equal if the program’s starting collection is
added to the latter’s collection outputs. The state σ is functionally the state that the out
function runs from on the given program and test.
9.2.1 Running Example: CollectionBasedRTS Instances
The instances of CollectionSemantics given in Section 8.2.1 can be extended to instances
of CollectionBasedRTS with the following additional instanstiations:
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make test prog is a function that takes a program (a list of class definitions) and a test
(a class definition) and adds the test class to the beginning of the program’s list to make a
new program.3
collect start always returns the empty set in the naive case; since each step collects
everything for that step, nothing is collected up-front. In the smart case, collect start
collects the exception classes and their superclasses.4
out takes a program and a test, and applies cbig (derived from the CollectionSemantcs
being extended) to the program returned by make test prog on the given program and test
and the starting state dictated by the same.5 By design, this function meets Collection-
BasedRTS’s required relationship with cbig.
deselect takes a JVM program; a (JVM state)-(class collection) pair;6 and a second
program, and returns True if the classes in the collection have not changed from the first
program to the second,7 False otherwise.
equiv out is defined as equality between (JVM state)-(class collection) pairs. This defi-
nition clearly meets RTS safe’s axioms as an equivalence relation where equivalence outputs
are indistinguishable by deselect.
progs is the set of JVM programs that are well-formed, do not already contain a Test
or Start class,8 and whose Object class’s main method – if it exists – is static, takes no
arguments, and returns type void.
tests is the set of class definitions whose name is Test, create well-formed programs when
combined with any of the programs in the above described set, and have a main method
that is static, takes no arguments, and returns type void.
For both instantiations, RTS safe’s existence safety is the only axiom that is not imme-
diate. Proofs of this axiom for both the naive and the smart instance will be presented in
3It also creates a class definition for a Start class whose superclass is Object and has two methods: a
class initialization method that does nothing, and a main method that calls the test class’s main method.
This class simplifies modeling the calling of the class initialization procedure on the test class, which is the
true initial class, by creating what is essentially a “nothing” frame from which the procedure can be called
and to which it can return for the completion of the call to the test’s main.
4The class Start and its single superclass Object are also returned, as an artifact of the way bootstrapping
the program is modeled.
5Given a program, the start state starts with a starting heap (which has starting instances of the error
classes), a starting frame stack (with a single frame whose class and method are Start and main, with
program counter 0 and initialization call status No ics), and the starting static heap (that simply sets
Start’s initialization state flag to Done).
6Note that this is the output type of the out functions, as required; the state goes unused.
7A class is considered changed is anything inside it is different, or if it exists in one program and not the
other.





CHAPTER 10: RTS SAFETY PROOFS
Below the steps taken in formally proving safety of the naive and small collection-based
RTS algorithms will be described. All lemmas and theorems stated in this section are in the
context of JinjaDCI’s JVM semantics.
10.1 SAFETY OF NAIVE ALGORITHM
Proving the safety of the naive collection-based deselection algorithm boils down to show-
ing that for each kind of step of execution, the classes collected by that step are the only
classes that could affect its behavior. In other words, if those classes are unchanged in a
changed program, the behavior of the step remains the same.
Lemma 10.1. Naive Single-Step Safety : If the classes collected by the naive collection
function over the single step of JVM execution under program P from valid state σ do not
differ between programs P and P ′, then the single step of execution under P ′ from state σ
yields the same state and collection.
Lemma 10.1 can then be extended from one step to many. From this and the validity of
the start state, it is straightforward to show that the end state reached from the start state
will be the same under any two programs that agree on the classes collected over the full
execution.
Theorem 10.1. Naive Safety : If P and P ′ are well-formed JVM programs, t is a valid test
class, (σ,Cs) is an output of the naive collection JVM semantics under P and t, and the
classes in Cs do not change from P to P ′, then (σ,Cs) is an output of the naive collection
JVM semantics under P ′ and t. Thus deselecting t on this basis is safe.
Well-formed JVM programs and valid test classes are as defined for progs and tests in
the naive instantiation of the CollectionBasedRTS locale. Note that when the classes in
the collection Cs (from the output of running the naive collection semantics over P and t)
are unchanged from P to P ′, that is when the naive algorithm will deselect t. Thus the
stated safety of t’s deselection in this case is also safety of the naive collection as a method
for deselection.
10.2 SAFETY OF SMARTER COLLECTION
The approach to proving the safety of the smarter collection-based deselection algorithm
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is necessarily less direct than that for the naive approach. By design, most of the classes
that could affect a given step of execution are not collected at that step, relying instead on
being collected by either an earlier or later step in execution. For each step of execution,
represented by the current state at that step, the classes collected at earlier or later steps can
be grouped into “backward promises” – classes collected prior to the step – and “forward
promises” – classes that will be collected in future steps, if they have not already been
collected. Which classes are in each promised set are determined by the state in that step
of execution.
The backward-promised classes relative to a state are the initialized classes (as marked on
the static heap), classes of objects in the heap, current classes from the frame stack (i.e.,
those declaring the methods that are currently mid-execution), classes of system exceptions,
and superclasses of all the above. The forward-promised classes depend on the current
initialization call status. If it is Calling C Cs , then C (i.e. the class whose initialization is
actively being called by the current frame) and its superclasses are promised. If it is No ics or
Called [], then the class whose initialization is checked by the current instruction’s execution
(if the instruction is a new or static instruction) and its superclasses are promised.
The backward-promised classes are designed to cover those classes that are known to
have been collected based on information currently present in the state. These classes are
most of those previously observed as those that could be counted on having been previously
collected: classes that have already been initialized, classes that have been instantiated, and
so on. These promises, once proved, allow proof that instructions that, for example, use an
initialized class or an existing object on the heap, do not have to collect those classes.
The forward-promised classes are entirely those that are about to be collected during an
initialization procedure, if they have not been already. This promise, once proved, allows
proof that steps in the middle of the initialization procedure do not have to already have
collected the superclasses of the class currently being initialized.
Together, the promises are designed so that in order to show that smart collection collects
at least the classes collected by naive collection, it is sufficient to show that these promises
are kept. First is shown that the forward-promised classes not covered by backward promises
are collected:
Lemma 10.2. Forward Promises Kept : If Object is a superclass of C in program P , σ is
a non-end state whose top frame has initialization call status ics, and:
• ics is Calling C Cs , or
• ics is No ics and the current instruction of the top frame of σ is New C, Getstatic
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D F C, Putstatic D F C, or Invokestatic D M n, where the field F or method
M (as applicable) exists, is static, and is seen by D in C
then all classes of C and its superclasses that are uninitialized on σ’s static heap are collected
by the smart collection algorithm by the end of complete execution from σ.
Note that Lemma 10.2 only promises collection of classes that are uninitialized on the static
heap. This is because all initialized classes are guaranteed collected by the backward promise
about classes on the static heap. Additionally, the case where the current initialization call
status is Called [] is not covered because state conformity1 guarantees that the class whose
initialization was called is initialized on the heap, meaning that the backward promise for
classes on the static heap is sufficient for the promise to be kept. The requirements for
existence of the relevant static method or field are there because initialization will only
occur if these checks pass. (Naive collection also skips these classes if the exists or static
checks fail.) Finally, note that the classes promised collected by this lemma can only be
assumed collected when execution terminates, as it only guarantees the classes collected by
the end of execution.
The two pieces of Lemma 10.2 are proved separately: first the Calling case is proved by
induction over the steps of execution. Then the other case can be proved for each relevant
instruction type, using the first case and the fact that the next execution step after each will
be to set the current initialization call status to Calling C [].
Unlike the forward promises, the backward promises are a preservation property. That
is, for each step of execution, if the backward promises have been kept up to that point,
then that step will preserve those promises. More precisely, since backward promises are
entirely relative to the current state, if the backward promises are assumed kept at a state
σ via collection Cs , then if execution of that state yields state σ′ and some collection Cs ′,
then the backward promises are kept for state σ′ by the combined collection Cs ∪ Cs ′. So
if, for example, a step of execution adds an object to the heap – increasing the scope of the
promise that heap object’s classes are collected – the class of that object is either collected
by that step (and is in Cs ′) or is already covered by σ’s backwards promises (and is in Cs).
Either way, it will be in Cs ∪ Cs ′.
This preservation of the backward promises is formally stated in the first half of Lemma 10.3
below. That fact, together with Lemma 10.2’s guarantees about forward promises being
kept, can be used to prove that the smart collection algorithm collects at least those classes
collected by the naive collection algorithm (the second half of Lemma 10.3):
1The proof of equivalence between smart and naive collection, and thus safety of smart collection, assumes
a well-formed program. Recall that well-formed programs produce well-formed states and that execution
preserves state well-formedness, so it can be safely assumed here).
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Lemma 10.3. If P is a well-formed JVM program under the typing,Φ2 the state σ is fully
conforming under P and Φ, and the set of classes Cs contains all classes described by the
backward and forward promises over σ in addition to the classes collected by the smart
algorithm on the single execution step under P from σ to σ′, then:
1. Backward Promise Preservation: The classes described by the backward promises over
σ′ are contained by Cs
2. Naive ⊆ Smart : Since backward and forward promises are kept, all the classes col-
lected by the naive algorithm are contained by Cs
Further, by definition inspection, the naive algorithm collects at least all the classes col-
lected by the smart algorithm (Smart ⊆ Naive). Thus, together with the second half of
Lemma 10.3, the smart and naive algorithms collect the exact same set of classes during the
execution-to-termination of a well-formed JVM program starting from a state whose back-
ward promises are met by the starting collection set. (The start state’s backward promises
must be met up-front so that backward promise preservation can kick in.) Since the smart
algorithm’s starting collection set is designed to meet the backward promises of its start
states, the following follows:
Lemma 10.4. Naive = Smart : If P is a well-formed JVM program and t is a valid test
class, then the set of classes collected by running the naive-instrumented JVM semantics
over P and t is equal to the set of classes collected by running the smart-instrumented JVM
semantics over P and t.
Therefore, since the naive approach is safe (as per Theorem 10.1), the smart approach is
as well, under the same set of assumptions.
Theorem 10.2. Smart Algorithm Safe: If P and P ′ are well-formed JVM programs, t is a
valid test class, (σ,Cs) is an output of the smart collection JVM semantics under P and t,
and the classes in Cs do not change from P to P ′, then (σ,Cs) is an output of the naive
collection JVM semantics under P ′ and t. Thus deselecting t on this basis is safe.
10.3 MAKING EKSTAZI SAFE
Section 7.2.1 described the differences between the smart collection algorithm and that
used by Ekstazi and presented a modified set of collection points for the latter. In order to
2Φ is a function that returns the expected types for the stack and local variables for each instruction of
each method of each class in a program. It is used by Jinja and its extensions to encode expected types in
a way that allows proof of type safety of their JVM byte code semantics.
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achieve the safety guaranteed by the above proofs, Ekstazi must at least collect in places that
cover what has been outlined here. In particular, since Ekstazi cannot collect directly during
the class initialization procedure, it instead collects at each instance where the procedure
will be called – in advance of the call. After the call would be too late, as class initialization
does not return to the calling instruction if it fails. Since this is exactly what our modified
set does, an algorithm using this modified collection function is safe. See Section 7.2.1 for
further details about why Ekstazi’s algorithm as described in [1] is not safe.
10.4 A NOTE ABOUT THREADS
The proofs of safety of the algorithms described here have been done over a semantics that
does not include threads. However, class initialization is key to class collection in the smart
algorithm and the class initialization procedure uses locks to ensure that classes are not used
until they are fully initialized. Thus even though a semantics including threads would be
more complicated than one without, if the locking mechanism correctly prevents class use
prior to initialization, proof that the collection algorithms given would be safe would follow




The work of expanding Jinja to JinjaDCI is the product of a great deal of effort and
refinement. Dynamic class initialization being both interruptive and involving an external-
to-code, multi-step procedure resulted in many iterations between models and proofs before
reaching the approach presented above. Some large changes to proof statements were also
required – most notably, the overhaul of the inductive hypothesis for the correctness of
compilation. Even removing the time spent iterating the model, updating the proofs was
the product of many months. The resulting proof statements, however, have proven to be
robust enough that model modifications within the extension only take a day or two to
propagate.
Overall, the extended definition files tend to be about 1.5 to two times the length of the
original files, and the proof files in the development tend to be about two to three times the
length of the original files. The latter especially is a reflection of the pervasive nature of the
changes made, and the amount of proof effort required to support them.
11.2 RELATED WORK
As noted in the introduction, the contributions of this thesis by the author have been
published at CPP 2019 [13] and LSFA 2020 [14]. This section discusses the work of other
authors in the areas most relevant to this work.
Many semantics of varying levels of completeness have been written for Java over the last
twenty years, including in the framework built on here [3, 15]. Given the large number of
contributions in this area, the below just presents some highlights.
One early effort was by Attali, Caromel, and Russo [4], who gave a formal executable
semantics of Java in the Centaur system [16], a now-defunct environment for describing lan-
guages and generating language-specific tools. Their semantics covers a large set of features,
including dynamic linking, inheritance, and threads, using big-step semantics for object-
oriented features and small-step semantics for concurrency.1 Their semantics was directly
executable and provided an interactive programming environment via Centaur.
Bertelsen [8] gives a semantics for a large subset of the sequential part of JVM (as specified
in 1996) in the form of functions and semantic rules. This work was a thorough investiga-
1The Typol logical framework used by the Centaur system allows this mixing of semantic types.
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tion that unearthed some of the corner cases of and errors in the JVM specification. This
definition was on-paper and meant to clarify and condense the specification, and as such
avoided the use of a specification language or theorem prover, opting for comprehension over
precision. As such, it has no supporting theory, nor was it intended to. These semantics
were used to design a toolkit for Java and JVM code manipulation. Belblidia and Deb-
babi [7] likewise give an on-paper semantics for JVM. Their motivating work, investigating
the security of Java, required multi-threading, synchronization, exception handling, the four
types of method invocation, and the use of modifiers, so their work was the first to combine
all these features in one semantics.
Stärk, Schmid, and Börger’s ASM-Java [10] presents a complete executable semantics for
an early version of both Java and the JVM using Abstract State Machines (ASMs) [17], the
first of its kind. They sought to clarify the Java language specification and make it more ac-
cessible to programmers, and prove that such a definition was feasible. Like Bertelsen, they
found some ambiguities in Sun’s first specification of the language. Their system includes an
executable compiler and a way to test code. Additionally, they proved several results over
their semantics, including the correctness of their compiler and type safety. These proofs
have not been mechanized. As their Java semantics models the frame stack, their seman-
tics for dynamic class initialization for both Java and JVM are similar to JinjaDCI’s JVM
approach. The main difference is that they check the initialization state of a class’s super-
class at the beginning of the class initialization method (Java) or after creating the class
initialization method’s frame (JVM). Recall that JinjaDCI does this check before calling the
class initialization method, keeping a list of classes to be initialized. In the author’s opinion,
this approach makes propagation of the Error initialization state somewhat simpler, as it
is more immediate which classes are affected: ASM-Java’s approach requires the throwing
of errors during initialization methods to check whether the next frame below is the initial-
ization method for a direct subclass, whereas JinjaDCI just steps through the list of classes
saved in the frame flag. Further, JinjaDCI’s approach at the JVM level is a better fit for
Jinja specifically, as it has a clearer equivalence with its Java semantics. (JinjaDCI followed
the execution model of the original Jinja and so unlike ASM-Java its Java semantics has
no frame stack.) Ultimately, assuming unbounded resources, their approach is semantically
equivalent to JinjaDCI’s.2
JavaFAN [18] is a semantics of Java and the JVM written in Meseguer’s rewriting system
Maude [19] by Farzan et al. It can be used for state-space searching and model checking of
2As ASM-Java creates frames for class initialization methods for classes waiting to be initialized where
JinjaDCI just keeps a list of these classes (which takes up less space), it is possible for ASM-Java’s JVM to
run out of space when JinjaDCI’s does not.
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actual code. As far as the author is aware, ASM-Java, Jinja and JinjaThreads [15] (described
below), and JavaFAN are the only unified semantic models that include both Java and JVM
before JinjaDCI.
The above-described semantics were all on-paper or written in systems that do not support
mechanized proofs. For the motivating problem of this thesis, it was desirable to have a JVM
semantics in or accessible by a theorem prover. Towards this end, the author chose to use
and extend Jinja, given in Isabelle, but JVM has also been given semantics in the theorem
provers ACL2 [9] and Coq [6]. Java and the JVM have also been described using the K
framework [5, 20]. These semantics are described below.
M6 [9, 21] is a nearly complete executable model of JVM given as a deep embedding
into the first-order logic of the automated theorem prover ACL2 by Liu and Moore. Their
model can be used to run and derive properties of JVM programs, relationships between
programs, and even properties of the semantics itself. Their model includes dynamic class
initialization, which is performed small-step style over multiple steps of computation. As
they follow the algorithm described in the JVM specification, other than the inclusion of the
lock-manipulation steps (for multi-threading), these steps are the same as those followed by
JinjaDCI’s JVM. The approach differs slightly: instead of using frame flags to keep track
of the current initialization stage, each thread has a finite state machine for tracking and
running initialization (similar to JinjaDCI’s execution function, except it tracks the current
stage itself instead of leaving the information in the frames), and they mark states just to
indicate ongoing initialization methods. This approach moves information ownership around
in a way that did not match well with Jinja’s approach to execution (which asks the state
what to do next after every small step), but that fits well with M6’s interpreter loop.
Unlike Isabelle, ACL2 lacks the flexibility needed by the work presented in this thesis, as it
has only limited support for quantification. For example, statements like “for all programs P,
the output of algorithm A on P has property X” and “there does not exist a program P such
that the output of algorithm A on P has property Y”, which would require quantification of
a more general type, are crucial to the proofs described in this thesis.
Atkey’s CoqJVM [6] is an executable specification of a subset of the JVM in the theorem
prover Coq using dependent types. It dynamically loads classes into a class pool, but does
not perform actual class initialization methods as part of the process. This specification is
executable via exportation to OCaml, producing a JVM that can run actual JVM code from
within the supported subset. This export of a JVM from the model was as a basis for Proof-
Carrying Code [22], a way to packaging formal proofs with code. As this was the main goal of
the semantics, the only proofs developed alongside were to aid the creation of this exported
JVM. By contrast, the original Jinja includes definitions (such as well-formedness) and proofs
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(such as type safety) that were crucial to the proof of safety described in Section 10.2.
Bogdănaş and Roşu’s K-Java [5] is a complete executable semantics for Java 1.4 (ex-
cepting a couple features left to the JVM, like the Java Memory Model and dynamic class
loading). This semantics is written in the K framework [23], a system for efficiently writing
modular executable semantics. K also recently allows translation of defined semantics into
the theorem prover Coq, though to the author’s knowledge this has not yet been used to
describe properties of K-Java. Besides a Java semantics, K-Java contributed a substantial
test suite for the language, allowing confirmation of correct behavior in corner cases and
multi-feature interactions. An incomplete JVM bytecode semantics has also been given in
K by Onofrei [20], but it has not been connected directly to K-Java and explicitly initializes
classes during an initial phase of execution rather than at the time of use.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, Jinja has been previously extended by Lochbihler in Jin-
jaThreads [15]. This extension added arrays, threads, and the Java Memory Model (JMM).
The inclusion of the JMM in particular was novel; other semantics for Java with multi-
threading only support interleaving. As threads were not an expected source of error in the
Ekstazi RTS algorithm (see Section 10.4 for details on this), the author opted to extend
from the original Jinja first, leaving the combination with JinjaThreads as future work.
Other semantics for subsets of Java given in Isabelle are Featherweight Java [24] and
Lightweight Java [25]. The former is a purely functional subset of Java defined by Igarashi,
Pierce, and Wadler [26], formalized in Isabelle by Foster and Vytiniotis. It was designed
to compactly cover what the designers determined to be a core calculus of the language, so
that proofs over it for core features such as type safety would cover most of the interesting
aspects. The latter was given and formalized by Strnişa and Parkinson to instead be an
imperative core and have a state, so that features relying on the state could be examined.
Unlike Klein and Nipkow’s Jinja [2], neither of these formalizations include a model of JVM
bytecode.
Isabelle has been used to give semantics for some programming languages besides Java
but, as with the Java models, these efforts have tended toward defining subsets of the
chosen languages – such as with Core C++ by Wasserrab et al. [27] – or creating languages
exemplifying certain desirable features, such as with Schirmer’s Simpl [28] and Amani et
al.’s Complx [29]. These efforts have tended to be focused on providing proofs of particular
aspects of the chosen languages or features.
Recall that a regression test selection algorithm is safe if it chooses to rerun all tests with
changed results. (In a context with non-determinism, this thesis considers a test to have a
changed result if its previous result is no longer possible.) Other important features of an
RTS technique are precision (minimal tests run with unchanged results; safe but imprecise
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algorithms mean more time running tests) and inclusivity (the percentage of modification-
revealing test cases selected; a safe RTS algorithm is 100% inclusive). There have been many
approaches and algorithms proposed and implemented for the purposes of RTS. (A recent
survey of techniques is given by Biswas [30].) A number of these techniques are regarded
as safe, but only using informal arguments. Occasionally there is a pen-and-paper proof,
but even then a formal, mechanized proof is skipped because it requires a great deal of time
and effort, including creating an appropriate formal model of the language used if one does
not exist. For some cases this can be good enough, as the proof effort can be too costly
for non-critical applications. Much of the danger of near-safety of an RTS algorithm can be
alleviated through occasional runs of the full test suite.
The class firewall technique involves statically determining the relationship between mod-
ules or classes in a program and uses these relationships to determine which tests to run,
but can miss tests that run code inside of a firewall when the methods used to determine
the initial structure are not reliable [31]. The approach used by Ekstazi was proposed by
Skoglund and Runeson [32] as a modification to the class firewall technique in order to make
it safe. However, the proof of that modification’s safety is informal. In their paper on Ek-
stazi [33], Gligoric et. al present explanations for their chosen instrumentation points, but
they do not present formal proof, which is what was sought to be rectified here.
Collection Semantics as presented here can be thought of as a labeled semantics with
a built-in interpretation function over the label trace of an execution. Labeled semantics
are generally used for collecting information during execution (as done here) and have seen
many uses (the reader is referred to just a few examples of many [15, 34, 35, 36]). Labeled
semantics itself is an instance of a labeled transition system, a construct formalized in Isabelle
[15]. Connecting the Collection Semantics locale to this work (such as by proving it to be an
instance of the LTS locale) would be straightforward, but the result would not have advanced
any of the goals of this thesis. It could, however, prove useful in allowing simulation of one
Collection Semantics by another, especially in attempts to prove that the labels could be
correctly replaced by instructions (such as the print instructions used by Ekstazi). This
connection and proof are left to future work.
11.3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis presented JinjaDCI, an extension of the Jinja Java and JVM semantics to
include static instructions and dynamic class initialization. The initialization procedure and
the instructions that call it were described. The rules of existing expressions and instructions
were updated to reflect the addition of static flags and initialization calls. Further, the proofs
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of Java-level and JVM-level type safety, and Java-level big- and small-step equivalence were
shown to hold on the updated semantics, including updating well-typing definitions and
adding new conformance properties to reflect new requirements. The compiler from the
Java level to the JVM level was extended and its proofs of correctness and preservation
of well-formedness updated. Finally, the byte code verifier and defensive JVM definition,
along with associated proofs, have been updated. In all, this represents an extension of the
entirety of the original Jinja except for the output of executable code, which has been left
to future work. JinjaDCI can be used to reason about Java and JVM programs with statics
and dynamic class initialization.
This thesis further presented a proof of safety for class-collection based RTS algorithms
for JVM programs based on that used by the Java testing library Ekstazi. These proofs
were given in the theorem prover Isabelle over the aforementioned JinjaDCI. The first of
the algorithms collects classes exhaustively everywhere they were used. The second collects
classes when the initialization procedure is called on them and when they are between the
referenced and defining classes of static fields and methods called via static instructions.
Both differ from Ekstazi’s by instrumenting the semantics of the JVM rather than the
code run in it. As a code instrumentation, Ekstazi’s algorithm cannot collect at actual
initialization calls (as they occur at runtime), and replaces this part of the second algorithm
with collecting at each instruction that may call the initialization procedure. Thus the safety
of the described modification of Ekstazi’s algorithm can be derived from the safety of this
algorithm by seeing that it collects the same set of classes in corresponding places, just
slightly earlier when necessary. Is has been pointed out why this modified set is necessary,
thus fixing a bug in their algorithm.
The formalization of the two algorithms’ instrumentations is given via the defining of the
Collection Semantics locale. This locale allows the combination of a small-step semantics
with a collection function, allowing the latter to be somewhat semantics-agnostic, and the
derived semantics to have automatic lemmas of behavioral equivalence with the original.
In the future, the semantics presented here could be added upon further to support other
Java features such as interfaces, assertions, and threads. The last of these could be achieved
by combining the work done here with Lochbihler’s JinjaThreads [15], now that the structure
and requirements of this addition are better understood. As many of JinjaDCI’s updated
and created proofs are inductive and use the Isar proof style, making them fairly modular,
most additions that did not change the overall structures (such as the state) would not
require a great deal of overhaul.
Formal proof of the actual code of a modified Ekstazi is left to future work. Further addi-
tions to JinjaDCI are not anticipated to impact the results presented here. The Collection
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Semantics locale can be further used to give definitions of various labeled semantics such as
those uses mentioned in Section 11.2. The RTS locale defined here is also sufficiently general
to be usable to formally define other RTS algorithms in the context of existence safety.
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